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searches for
first win of
season
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sign language
qualify _as a foreign
language?
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Can UCF keep iffi 'football coach as the cost keeps climbing?
Coach Kruczek
dropped out
of the search
fora coaching
job that pays

CHRIS BERNHARDT

$725,000a

year at
Kentucky,
preferring to
stay for now
at UCF, where
his pay
package totals
$200,000.
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•

-

STAFF~

ADAM ·RoSCI-rn I CFF

The fan had had enough of the
all-too-common close losses to bigname opponents. He had had
enough of the blown halftime leads.
And here again, oh Nov. 2 at
the Citrus BowL UCF's football
team had a struggling powerhouse
pinned to the ground and failed .to
keep it on the mat. As the Golden
Knights walked solemnly into the
tunnel leading to their locker room,
moments after blowing a 21-3 lead

ina38-35loss.toSyracuse, thefan Louisville gave its head coaching
leaned over the rfilling.and began job to Auburn offensive coordinademanding that the players ask - tor Bob Petrino, and Kruczek withCoach Mike Kruczek to qllit.
drew from the running for a simiAt that. moment all he got lar post at Kentucky.
were some· dirty looks and a brief
"I believe it was very close,"
. but heated shouting match with UCF athl~tic director Steve Orsini
quarterback Ryan Schneider. But a said about almost losing his coach.
·month and a half later, that fan's ''And yet I'm very happy with the
end result, that Coach Kruczekfelt .
wish nearly came to fruition.
During most of December, based · on that situation that it
. Kruczek had the ·universities of would be better to stay here. We
Kentucky and Louisville hoping were relieved to hear that."
that Santa would deliver him for
Ohristmas. In the end, · though,
PLEASE SEE Kentucky oN 6

FeopleSoft
a problem
at other
campuses
MIKE RIEGEL
STAFF WRITER

•

t

The PeopleSoft ·s_oftwM~ ,th..~(,
caused last semester's financial aid
fiasco was not isolated to UCF. .
Universities in California, Texas and
WISconsin are all currently experiencing, or have already endured, difficulties stemming from the.introduc-· _
tion of the software.
When the UCF financial aid
department launched the software -last semester, severe delays iii processing financial aid occurred Some·
students waited almost the entire
semester to receive money for living
expenses, tuition and books. Delays
resulted from software errors and the
/'taff learning to navigate the new system.
.
.
Other universities, including . California State University, can sympathize with UCF's PeopleSoft troubles.
CSU, which has 23 campuses
and 407,000 students, is currently in
the middle of a massive software
upgrade that inch~des switching over
to PeopleSoft systems. In theory, the
new software should b~ each campus under a common system and
offer students a more comprehensive
and accessible list of services.
r
This undertaking comes with a
hefty $400 million price tag, a cost
-that has some wondering if the money
could be allocated in a more effective
manner, said Carolina Quijano, a
reporter for The Green Harnet, the
studen~ newspaper at the CSUSacramento campus.
"There are teachers that feel the
money being. spent [on PeopleSoft]
should be used to offer more classes
and avoid haviug to lay off staff members," Quijano said Many sections
have already been canceled as a
PLEASE SEE

PeopleSoft ·aN 3
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Huntinq for four in a.row
The UCF trarn team enters this season looking for a fourth
Atlantic Sun Championship.
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UCF FACT
UCF baseball opens its
season with a home
game on Feb. 8.
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PeopleSoft cost $400 million in California
FROM PAGE 1

•
•

rsisult of budget constraints,
according to Quijano.
· Of the $400 million allotted to
the project, 58 percent, or about .
$230 million, will be absorbed by the
23 universities. The chancellor's
office will supply the remaining
$170 million. With California's education budget already operating at
a deficit, the CSU campus unions
took their grievai:ices to the
Legislature, which ordered an audit
· of the project.
"Depending on what the auditor finds," Quijano said, ''the faculty
union may take their case to the
Legislature and try to forre the
.school to divert some of that money
toward education."
Despite the discord, CSU
Chancellor Charles-B. Reed plans
on continuing with the project,
known as Common Management
SysteII_lS (CMS). In a statement
released by the chancellor's office,
he reaffirmed his confidence in the
project, saying tb.at everything will .
continue as planned.
But do the long-term abilities
of PeopleSoft justify the short-term
complications? Students at the
University of Houston-Clear Lake
(UHCL) and the University of
WISconsin-Milwaukee (UWM) may
not think so.
Last semester, after installing
PeopleSoft's ·financial aid program,
both universities , experienced
delays in the disbursement of ·
funds. The situation at UWM
· resembled the one that took place
atUCF.
BRETI HART I CFF
"Students were forced to with- Malvern Mitchell becomes frustrated with the Peoplesoft program. Similar frustrations hav~ been apparent at other u,niversities as well.

draw from school because they
couldn't afford to pay for their
books and living expenses," said
Tyanne Andrade, a UWM student
and reporter for the campus's student newspaper, The UWM Post.
"Soine were even chafged interest ·
for payments that had not yet been
made to them," Andrade added .
The financial . aid office at
UWM blamed the new software for
the delays, saying, "The PeopieSoft
software does not work well with
other software used in financial aid
processing."
illICL echoed that sentiment,
observing that most of the probleillS
with PeopleSoft occurred in the
area of financial aid, according to
Da.D]ene Briggers, associate vice
preStdent and dean of students at
illIC . "Processing financial aig
took fonger than ever before,"
Briggers said.
.
The switchover at CSU is
scheduled to be completed in
September 2006. At that time, all of
the campuses should be operating
with the full complement of
PeopleSoft applications. Some of
the campuses, like Fresno and
Sonoma, have already incorporated
the new programs. The Fresno
campus distributed financial aid
payments late, and the Sonoma
campus paid it out early.
CSU represents the largest
endeavor PeopleSoft has ever
attempted for a university; not coincidentally, it is also the most costly.
Chan,cellor Reed and his fellow
administrators should know very
soon if that money was well spent
when, and if, the checks make it
into the mail.

•

Disabled students call for transportation improvements.
DOUG COUSMINER
STAFF WRITER

0

•

•
•

It's difficult for senior Deborah
Clendenin to- get to her classes on time,
even though she lives only 10 minutes from
campus. The 41-year-old student can't
drive to school, nor can she use regular
public transportation because she is visually impaired. So Clendenin must rely on
Lynx's paratransit system for disabled people to get to classes and around town. ·
· But often Glenden.ill doesn't make it to
class on time, pr at all, because the transportation service often arrives late or does·n't show up to take her to classes.
In two and a half years of relying on
Access Lynx to travel to school and local
appointments four tinles a week, Clendenin
says she's often had to rely on cabs to get
to classes and get home.
·"It takes them two houri:; to find me, so
I end up missing class, a,s usuw," she said.
"I never get the same drive~ twice, and they
rarely find me, because they are so unfamiliar with the campus."
But Clendenin is not alone. She is one
of many disabled students at UCF frustrated with Access Lynx, who says delays, miscommunication, and reservation problems
make conimuting a complete nightmare for
them.
Senior Becky Crosby, 23, who has cerebral palsy, has also experienced time-con-

She said Lynx would like to make the
suming delays. On a recent afternoon, a
trip downtown for a 2 p.m. appointment program more efficient and is continually
working to do so.
took her half a day to complete.
"Right now, we have dispatchers who
The van arrived an hour after her
scheduled 1:30 p.m. pickup time, and a fel- schedule 2, 700 trips per day," Frenney said.
low rider had to be._ dropped off on the way "We are implementing a computer software
· to Crosby's appointment, causing more scheduling service that should be in use by
April or May."
delays.
That way, riders whose destinations
Crosby had to wait an extra hour for a
""' van to pick her up from her appointment are close to ~ach other will automatically
that was schedUled to take her home at 4 be scheduled to ride in the same vari, which
should cut down on delays, she said.
p.m.
· But Crosby says it is just as difficult fo
''A driv~r came to pick up another
woman by then, so when I a8ked him to find make phone reservations. to arrange for
out when my ride would arrive, the dis- transportation as it is to get tr-ansportation
patcher asked him to take me home also," to arrive on time.
"It's hard enough to talk to anyone
Crosby said. "Since the other woman had
to be dropped off first, by the time I got there," Crosby said. "They never. pick up
home, it was 6:30 p.m. All this for an hour- the phone. There have been times I've been
on hold for an hour." .
long appointment at 2 p.m."
Additionally, riders must schedule
Nikki Frenney, manager of media relations for Lynx, admits such delays occur their trips 24 hours in advance, she said:
"There's no room for spontaneous outoften.
Since Access Lynx serves Orange, ings with friends, because you have to
Osceola and Seminole counties, the large make reservations in advance for a specifscope of the ·program can contribute to the ic block of time."
Frenney said that, too, is something
delays, she said.
Access Lynx is a ride-share program, that is unavoidable because Access Lynx
which means that tWo or more riders will has such a small staff handling such a high
usually travel in the same van at the same - volume of calls.
"We have a call center of 40 people,"
time. If each rider has a different destination, which _could be anywhere throughout Frenney said. "When you are scheduling
the three counties, it makes delays almost 3,000 trips per day, there is bound to
be a hold time. We try to get to people as
inevitable, Frenney said.
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quickly as possible."
_
To improve phone service and speed
up wait times, all operators are currently
being cross-trained. In the past, a person
who called Access Lynx would have to be
transferred to different operators for different services, which increased the amount .
of time a caller would spend on hold.
Cross-trained operators can assist a
caller with any question, so callers will no
longer have to be transferred from one line
to another.
But Crosby says operators also make
her uncomfortable when they ask her for
the nature of her trips.
"I don't like having to give the operators the reason. for my doctor visits," she
said. "I don't see why they need to know would I be going to the doctor for no reason? It's an invasion of privacy."
-F renney said operators need to know
the reason for trips because they grant priority for medical and work-related trips. ·
"If somebody's on dialysis, it's more
important that they gef there on time than
if they are just going to the grocery store,"
she said.
There are few transportation alternatives for disabled students such as Crosby
and Clendenin, who say they don't want to
rely _on friends and can't rely on public
transportation as a viable solution.
PLEASE SEE
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Expanding women's technological horizons
FROM PAGE l

''At least I was brave enough
to try," she said.
Professors a,t UCF and educators around the.nation are concerned that the only thing keeping women out of the technological world these days is a lack of
bravery. While females ·have
showed the skills and an interest
in computers, women still only
make up less than 20 percent of
students within technology
majors. The computer science
program at UCF has more than
4,000 students, yet only 700 are
females.
Richard A. Baldwin, regional
director of Gestalt LLC, a software company located in UCF's
Research Park, says he receives
10 .to 15 male resumes for every
one female resume.
He says the minority of
females · in technology fields is a
result of many things - but. certainly not because women are ·
less capable in computer and
engineering fields.
· "I know of three women with
degrees in computer science that
are no longer working in the field
because they discovered that
they did not like it," he said.
"I've been working with comADAM RoscHE I CFF
puter software for 17 years, from Freshman Loren Bromley sits in her Introduction to Computer Science class surrounded by a majority of males. Professors would like to attract more femaies to the technology field.
a data-entry clerk through technical lead and now the manage- inantly medicine and law, is that
Ride, who holds a doctorate
"Focusing on the competitive science and engineering careers.
ment.," he said. "I've worked with they feel they can make a greater nature of the male gender,
At UCF, educators hope that froin Stanford and was NASA's
a lot of good women in this career impact on societY in those profes- women are coerced to believe a female pioneer of science can first director of strategic planfield over the years on numerous sions," he said.
that perhaps a male-dominated - convince more women to step ning, will describe her experience
projects. Sex does not matter."
as an astronaut and scientist.
"Since women tend to be field, such ·a s computer science into technological fields.
David A. Workman, an asso- more concerned with social or engineering, is not the area
Despite the
seemingly
Sally Ride, America's first
ciate professor of computer sci- issues than do men, [they] there- where they can excel and show- woman in space, will visit the uninviting .environment that techence, believes that women are fore feel a stronger attraction to case their abilities," she said.
campus on Feb. 2 in an effort to nology fields offer women, Bhate
less likely to join technology those professions," he added.
But whether because of encourage more than 1,000 girls believes that women are capable
fields because of social conditionSenior Pooja Bhate, 21, an intimidation, an eroding interest in grades five through eight to in technology fields and shouldn't
ing.
information technology major, is over time or societal factors that pursue careers in science, engi- feel intimidated entering comput"The primary reason for the convinced there is another rea- turn women off from pursuing neering, math or technology in a er fields as minorities.
apparent migration of women son why women such as herself technology degrees, educators daylong science festival hosted
"I am proof that women can
·from engineering and computer are hesitant to pursue technology nonetheless are desperate to by UCF's College of Engineering do it," she said. "I have proved it
science into other fields, predom- degrees.
attract more women to computer and Computer Science.
to my skeptics and myself."
4

Regulated racing not a drag
As cops crack down, drivers

take contests to the track
JOE HARLESS
STAFI:, WRJTER

\

DAVE KENNEDY I CFF

Smoke rises off the track after drivers spin their tires at Orlando Spe,ed World Dragway.

Two cars line up next to
each othe~ the engines roar
while the back tires squeal and
send clouds of smoke floating
out behind the vehicles. The
drivers, one in a yellow Viper
with black stripes and the other
in a midnight-black Firebird,
pull up a few feet to the starting
line as crowds form on the sidelines across from the two cars.
The spectators grow quiet just
before the cars. take off, music
playing on the public address
system hanging over the crowd
on telephone polls.
Both cars shoot past the
starting line, but the Viper jerks
immediately and comes to a halt.
The driver jumps out of the car
and pushes it back to the
makeshift pit a]:'ea where he
realized' he popped the u-joint.
Meanwhile, the Firebird streaks
to the finish line with his speed
and time fl.ashing in bright lights
on a display board set up on the
far end of the track.
Located on Highway 50 in
Bithlo just east of Orlando, the

Orlando Speedworld racetrack
holds street drag races twice a
week. More than 200 cars and
motorcycles are on the scene
from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
. Wednesdays and Fridays to participate.
Carl Weisinger, owner of
Speedworld, said he sees stories
about people getting arrested for
racing on back roads all the
time. But Speedworld is one site
where racing enthusiasts gather
to race in a safe and controlled
environment ·
·
'We have the right pl~ for
it,'1 Weisinger said. "There are
no guardrails or incoming tramc
here."
After 15 people died nationwide due to illegal street racing
last year, the city council of San
Diego, Calif., unanimously voted
- in October to make it a crime
just to watch street racing.
Florida has seen its share of
fatalities. In one high-profile
incidenfin December 2001, driv. er Dwight Samples was racing
his Mustang down Stat~ Road 19
northwest of Orlando when he
crashed into his mother's
Cavalier, killing both her and his

mother's passenger.
._
Here in Florida, people
caught racing or participating in
a street race on a highway, roadway or parking lot can be
charged with a second-degree
misdemeanor, be fined from
$250-$500 and have their. driver's license revoked for a year if
~ convicted. Further violations
can result in fines up to $1,000
and loss of a driver's license for
two years.
_
Bernie Presha of the
Orange County Sheriffs Office
said drag racers can be arrested
on the· spot and sent to jail.
"It was awful during the
summer," Presha said. 'We still
see it, but it's not as bad as
before." ·
Tropper Kim ~er of the
Florida Highway Patrol confirmed that crowds of 300 or more racers and spectators
were spotted throughout Orange
County on a regular basis last
summer. Sting operations and
patrols were used to control the
street racing before August,
when the large gatherings started to end.
Catching drivers in the act
of street racing largely depends
on being in the right place at the
right time, ~er l'aid. 'We [the
Florida Highway Patrol in
Orange County] are shorthandPLEASE SEE
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eds (this year alone): $~00
vi nt~ge rock posters: about $40 each

frame for concert ticket stubs: $13

used turntable: $20

letter from neighbor complaining about musk: $0

.guitar pick necklace: $.75
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finding out there's ·an internship for people like you:·priceless

Apply for a summer internship with lnterscope/Geffen/A&M Records at mastercard.com.
You could be sent to

Nash~ille, where

you'll spend five weeks learning from industry bigwigs.

You might even be flown ·to LA to work on the Jurassic 5 album Power in Numbers.
there are some things money can't buy. for everything else there's MasterCard.®
No purchase neCessary. -48 U.S. essay entrants win a summer study prognm. 12 of the 48 win a 2-week lnterruhip. Contest op.en to undergraduate
swdenu, 18-25, who are U.S. residents. Ends "4/11103. Remic:tlons: apply. Go to mastercard.com for Official Rules :and com~ete dealls.

_o

Ofllcfal Rules. No Purchue Necessary to Enter tr Win. Ellalblllt(. Open to I~ re~denlS of the 5-0 United Stales and lhe District ol Columb~ who are 18 to 2S years ol age and are enrolled as full· or pa~·time undergraduate students In a U.S. Department ol Education accredited 2-year or 4·year colege/unlversily as ol ffl8/03 and at the time of winner selection and notification. Employees ol MasterCard lntemational Incorporated ('Spons-01"), MasterCard
member finilllcial institutions, Major League Baseball Properties, Inc., MLB Advanced Media, L P., Major League tiasehall Enterprises, Inc., the Office of the Comm~sloner of Baseball, the American and National Leagues of Professional Baseball Clubs, and the Major League Baseball Clubs, and ei1:h of !heir respective shareholders, empleyees, parants, directors, offirers, affiliates, rapresentatives, agent~ successors, and assigns (hereinafter, "MLB Entities'),
lnterscope Records, Inc., NEXTMOVE, Octagon Worldwide Limited, partieipating ur)iversltles, Projett Support Team, In~ ('Psr), and their respectilve parent companies, subs~iartes, affllates, distributors, officers, directors, governors, related entities, partners, partnerships, prtnclpal~ agents, licensees, sponsors, rapresentatives, successors and assigns, and a!IJertising/promotion agenc~s (collectiwly ' Released Parties") and members of the immediate
tamily(mother, father, brothers, sisters, son~ daughters an
·
·
·
·
·
on 1/28/03and 8:59:59AM Cf on4n1/03 ("Promotion Penod1;2.)Cllckon
theioonrepresentingyourpreferredMasterCard'Pricelass
·
· paling
dislan~ino seminars are approximately lhlrty minutes
own music
or entertainment company, what would it do and how would
lion of Ille
Promotion Period (I.e. a mulmum ol one ~orb Menage
other uses by
·
·
boo the
errors of any
Milllagement
1mers,(16J
Winners and (48) Music &Entertainment Winners] will be selected for the duration of lhe Promotion Penod based on the date a
this Contest)
Music &Entertainment Winners. EnbyPenod 13: 3/18/03·41111113, (17) Spoils ManagemenfWinners, (16) Musit &Entertainment
basedonthefollowingcriteria: 1.)0rtglnalilf 0-40points;2.)CreativityM'rltten Expression:0-3llpoints;and3.J Relevance to the
exists, the remairing lied entries will be r~udged based on Relevanre to theme: 0-100 points. Winners will be notified by telephone
l'liflm: A!tefld the MasterCard Price~ss Edge~ Summer Study Program (hereinafter 'summer study program')at a participating

~~i:::i~:.~~~~m~!rd~~te~~~~)~:~1~~iu~=~u~::~dy~~;r~~a~~=

offices to support the d""klpment and Implementation ol an in-sladium promob. Th• MasterCard" Priceless EdgeN Mu~c &Entertainment Internship experienre consists of (but Is not liTiiled lo) the opporturily to join lnterscope Aetords and participale in a two-week internship at their administrative offices in Santa Monica, CA to manage and promote the release and media support of an art~Vgroup lo be detenntned solely by Sponsor. Both the Sports
4
0
1
1
1
0
0

~J:';~ai:~i~i~~:~~:~l ~e:t~:=~le~~~~~=;.~~ ~~.~~ ~~~~~n~:~:~~~~%e~~f=~~::~P~~a~~~1:~:;:~;;~:=~ ~i ;~~dh:~~~f~;~:Sri::1~~:~~eti~~. ~~~~1s~:~~:~fpr=e~e~:!T~ti;!fys1a~~arn~~i:1 ~ra~!\~ ~~~~~~~~:~·1~:~~rPs~:~~:~~m~~~~k:~::an~l:is~=~~;;~~~~j~fge:;~a~n:~:

university faculty representative designated by Sponsor rAwse decisilns are final and binding inall matters relating to Ille produetion Internship team ar)d selection thereof. Internship selection process wil be based upon numerlcal scores awarded as outilned beklw per each student's participation In s ummer study program activities, lnduding but not limited to, pertonnance dunng study group ac!Mties and case study ana~~ teamwork, attendance and
overall participation, and compliance with summer study program and University codes ol conduct as follows: Issue ~enfificati:ln and sldl pertormance: 20%: Case study pertormance and study group interplay and cooperation:50%; class and fie~ study attendance/partic~ation: 15%;and compl"1nce with summer stud'/ program and uniwrslty codes of coo duct 15%. Summer study program classroomloff·carrj)US excursion attendanre is mandatory and
win!l!rs must comply with all MasterCard rules and regulations relating to their participation in the sumrr~r study program. Sponsor may, In its so~ d~tion, impose disciplinary sanctions on winnersi1ntems, ranging from awarning lo expulsioo to refeffill for slate or federal prosecution, for ~otaUon of federal, state or local laws. summer study program and participating university student codes of conduct. Content of summer study program lo be detennlned
solely Ir/ Spons-0r and courses are not for credit Travel restri:tions may apply and travel must talc8 ptlal on dates specifild by Sponsor or prize r.ill be forteited and awarded to the runner·up. MLBN Club(s), artist(s)/group(s), universily(s) and/or other orgaoization(s) or personality(s) featured In MasterCard" Prirelass EdgeNContes! promotional adlvertising are subject to avaTiability. If any named MLBNClub(s), artist(sVgroup(s), universily(s) aoo/or olher
~tion(s) or personalily(s) ts U11M8ab~ to participate In the capacity specified for any reason, an entityflndMdual of similar statura as delemllned by Sponsor will participate i1 lieu of the applicable named entity and/or individual. Mtscetlaneous: No transfer, ass~nmen~ cash redemption, or substitution of priles exrept by Sponsor due to prile unavallabiHly, and then lor aprize of equal or greater value. Federal, state and local taxes and all other costs
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portion thereon in any way and in any med~ for a!IJertising and/or trade purposes and/or for any other purpose in any media or fonnat now or hereafter known without further compensation, pennlssion or notification fromllo entrant or lllY third party; b.) shall have the rill ht and pennission (unless prohibited by law) to use entrant's name, voK:e, city/state of residence, photograph and/or other likeness for advertising and/or trade purposes and/or tor the
purpose of dsplaying their name as awinner and/or for any other purpose In any media or format now or hereafter known without hlrtller compensation, permission or notification; c.) use of entry shall not vi!Jate the rilihl of any thillf parties and sh~I oot violate any applicab~ federal, state orlooal laws or ordinances, d.) shall have the ngh\ in their soledscretion, to disqualily any enInes that they deemtobe obscerle or otherwise not in good taste;e.) shall
hal'enollabililyandentrantwilldefend,
·
·
and any travel related thereto including, but not lirrited lo, any claim that entrant's submission infringes or vio~ the nghts of any person or entity. Sflllnsor reserves the ngh\ in Its sole discretion, to modity, tenninate or suspend this Cootest should ~rus, bugs, nonaulhoriled human intervention or other causes beyllnd the reasonable.control ofSponsor, Including bu! not im~ed to war, stnl<es, and/or ac!S of God, corrupt or impair theadmin~tration ,
security, fairness or proper play ol this Contest and, tt the Contest~terminated or suspended, at tts discretion award prizes ina judging frllf!l among all non-suspect entries rectived prior to even! requiring such modification, tenninalion or suspens~n. Winnen Ust For lhe winners' names, send a seff·addrassed, stamped envelope to be retelved by 6/'l/03 to: MasterCard• Priceless Edge"' 1'11nners, P.O.Box13t06, Bridgeport, Cl 06673·3106.
lQl>fllagueliaHbllltrademW&copyrigl!ls11eusedw!lll~lssiondMljorl>aguoe...ial~. lnc.Mas!BCardlotlnllimallncolpoo!olis'110lffdll5poe>orolMijr<llaguee.s.bal.1Nsc..tesllsnolpro<IJcedoreoortolbyi!lfMLBEnt11y. C2003Misl!ICanllilllmallonall._md. AllR~hts R151Md. Spon1or.Mas1MClnl lnt""'llo1al lnCOIJIOBl!il,2000"""""'!v..t.Purthas<.lfYlll577. Pn•otw: i'!tl<ttSUppott leam,lnc.. lllll M~Pl>nR..i, Da.11ru!y, CT D681I

You may 1l1ct to hare your n1m1 rad rddms rrmmd from //sit ol 111m1111d addmm oud lly MalllrC1rrl lntera1Urm1//ncorpant1d to dim! mall diH contrsti or mmtakris. To so prohlbH m1illn1 at al/ml/ 1anfrisl1 arsrmpstakri by M1sf1rC1rrl lnf1maflon1l lncorpa11t1d fa yoa, yoa must sind anmoral fll/Ulsf '°ntalnlng yorr name and addrru (plsar1 alio lncludr the fl/Sf 6dig/It olyoar M1sf1rC1nl card numbrr, ff any) to the
loffllft/ng addrm: Amt: Sreeplilies Exclusion NoUflcaUon Sptem, Globll Promolloas Mmger, MUii/Can lnt1m1Uonal lnco,,oratld, 20llll Puiclrlu Strsrt, PuiclrlSB, NY 10577-2509.
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Kruczek_stays loyal, for now
FROM PAGE
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But the pursuit of Kruczek did raise questions
for everyqne associated with the Golden Knights.
First, how much longer can UCF delay
Kruczek's departure when they haye to fight off
schools with far more financial resources and better facilities?
Second, should UCF go to great length.8 to
keep Kruczek or listen to critics like the fan at the
Syracuse game and let him go?
And thirdf what, jj anything, would keep
Kruczek wearing the black and gold long-term?

Calonial location ·
5811 w. Colonial DriVe

Delaying the inevitable?
What if Kruczek leads the Golden Knights to a
MAC championship next season? UCF went 6-2 in
its inaugural season in the conference, losing tight
games to division champs Marshall and 'Tuledo. So
winning the MAC next year would hardly constitute
a surprise. Then even more schools with even more
money might come calling, making it even more difficult to keep Kruczek on the Golden Knights' sideline.
"Success creates problems too, just like failure," Orsini said. "other schools will see, 'Boy look
what Mike has to work with at UCF and he- does
well. Imagine if you give him the kind of resources
that a University of Kentucky does, imagine what
he could do with that.' "
By taking his name out of the running for the
Kentucky job, Kruczek walked away from much
more money than he made at UCF last season.
Rich Brooks, hired by Kentucky after Kruczek
withdrew; signed a five-year deal worth $725,000
year. Also consider that Petrino will make a base
salary of $250,000 at Louisville next season, and
that University of South Florida Coach Jim Leavitt
just got a contract extension that gRrners him a
base salary of $407 ,173 in 2003 and escalates to
$596,143 in 2007.
By comparison Kruczek made a ~ase salary of
$154, 129 last season and had a total. package,
which includes not only salary but also compensation received through outside sources such as television and radio show commitments, worth just a
little more than $200,000.
Orsini cited comparable funding levels as a big
reason for UCF's joining of the MAC last season.
And Kruczek does have the highest base salary of
, anyone in the MAC, making $20,000 more than the
league average of $133,921.
B_ut with an SEC school like Kentucky pillsuing Kruczek, UCF must now consider markets outside of the MAC. With this in mind, Orsini has made
a firm commitment to improving coaches' salaries
in football ~d all other sports since becoming athletic director last year.
"If we want to raiSe our football coach's salary,
we have to look to get more resources into our
budget," Orsini said. 'We have an aggressive fundraising plan, we ·have an aggressive marketing
plan. And the increase in student athletic fee that
was approved this fall, we're going to put a large
portion of that toward football coaching staff
salaries. We're still below the Division I-A average,
though."
Still, Orsini freely admits UCF can't afford to
compete with schools such as Kentucky that compete in BCS conferences. That could not only lead
to Kruczek's departure within the next several
years, but also se erely handcuff the search for a
replacement.
\
.
So while fans 'like the one- at the Syracuse
game might want a more high-profile coach, they
must keep in min~ that Kentucky deemed Kruczek
worth far more than he makes roaming the sidelines for the Golden Knights. Thus, finding even a •
comparable replacement woul(f likely·prove difficult.

a
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Getting more with less
''You have to judge a man by the resources that
you give him and what does he do with those
resources," Orsini said. "In the past few years
Mike was given Division II-level facilities and yet
asked to compete at the highest level of Division IA. In my evaluation, Mike has done a great job for
UCF."
Clearly Orsini does not share the same opinion
as the aforementioned fan. And though UCF has
struggied to pull out wins against well-known programs, the overall numbers the Golden Knights
have built up over Kruczek's tenure justify Orsini's
faith.
.
Kruczek took over the reins at UCF slightly
more than five years ago. The previous head coach,
Gene McDowell, stepped doWD. on Jan. 20, 1998. At
that point Kruczek, the team's offensive coordinator and quarterbacks' coach since 1985, became
the head man on an interim basis.
'
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Kruczek hopes to improve on his 33 career wins as head coach
and continue to build off a consistent offensive-led team.

He :iiiherited a team with Daunte Culpepper at
quarterback, but also a team that had gone 5-6 for
~o consecutive years. He got the squad off to the
best start in school history (7-1) and signed a guaranteed contract en route to a school-best 9-2 season.
In his five years as head coach Kruczek has
compiled a 33-23 record, including the program's
defining victory against Alabama. He has had just
one losing season, in 1999, the transition year
between the Culpepper and Schneider eras. The
former NFL quarterback also has masterminded a
passing offense that has finished among the top 15
in the nation in each of his five seasons at the helm.
Throw in the fact that UQF has not had an adequate practice or training facility, and all tJ;Us looks
even more impressive.
"Ryan Schneider is going to end an awesome
career," Orsini said. "And Mike has a history. I call
it reloading. You lose your star, he reloads another
one."
Along those lines Kruczek's departure could
have cost UCF dearly in recruiting. Wmter Park's
Steven Moffett, considered the second-best high
school quarterback in the state, recently
announced his plans to play college ball at UCF.
Kruczek's .quarterback-friendly system played a
major role in keeping Moffett close to home.
For all these reasons schools such as
Louisville and Kentucky consider Kruczek a .hot
property. Loyalty to a program he has spent nearly
two decades with kept Kruczek from moving on.
Still, had Kentucky acted sooner, things could have
ended up differently.
.
"It became apparent to me that we were a .
week out of recruiting; there wasn'f any way that I
could wait any longer," Kruczek said, explaining
his decision to withdraw from the kentucky search.
"I wasn't going to compromise a program that I've
helped build for 18 years. [Kentucky] couldn't pull
the trigger at that time."
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Loyalty to black, gold, not green
While more financial avenues are explored,
Orsini believes two things could help keep Kruczek:
his longtime devotion to the program and its blossoming future. Over the past several years recruit-.
ing has continued to improve, with each class better than the last. And with the new Wayne Densch
Sports Center due to open in June, soon the team
will have a state-Gf-the art training facility.
"[Kruczek] has great love and loyalty to this
university. I don't think I've ever met a more loyal .
person," Orsini said. "Mike knows we want him
here as long we can. fm going to do everything in
my power to !?ee that happen."
·
Tliese f~tors may just keep Kruczek at UCF. ·
Or they may not. Only time will tell.
"I'd like to sign a contract extension and be a
part of the process for awhile," Kruczek said. ''You
spen(i as long as I have around here, fplus] we've
got a new facility going in, which is a sign of greater
things to come for this program. I want to be a part
of it for a long time, I really do."
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Rush on the race track is
safer than on the road ·
a quarter of a mile, the distance
of the track.
ed on . people, so we don't do
Most -0f the people who
many stings."
come to the races at
Highway Patrol officers are Speedworld just want to have
seeing more spontaneous rac- · fun and be safe while doing it,
ing on busy roads in broad day- Weisinger said.
light,
Miller
added.
· ''We have an ambulance at .
Spontaneous racing occilrs all of our events," Weisinger
when two drivers -pull up next said. ''We're only 2.9 miles from
to each other at a stop light, rev a _firehouse and we have
their engines and then take off deputies on our staff."
when the light turns green:
It was so overcrowded the
This makes it difficult for first· time ' that senior Dave
authorities to prove both driv- Ledgerwood
went
to
ers were racing since the driv- Speedworld to race that he was
ers sometimes do not know forced to watch the action from
each other.
the bleachers.
''We usually have pretty
"I got a couple of runs in
good witnesses, but sometimes the second time," Ledgerwood
it's hard to prove they were rac- said.·
ing," Miller said.
Currently residing in
• · The sheriff's office encour- Deltona, Ledgerwood said he
ages the organized races at the does not go to the track very
track as a way to keep racers often due to his work and
from getting into trouble on the school schedule. But he still
street, Weisinger said.
enjoys coming to watch and
Miller also believes that . participate in the races.
racetracks like Speedworld are
"It's cool in Bithlo,"
a good outlet for people who Ledgerwood said. ''You get to
want to race.
see a little of everything."
"I'd rather see them over
But Ledgerwood said he
there than endangering pedes- l!as never attended a real street
trians," Miller said.
race ..
·"I know where some are in
Presha agreed that racetracks offering the late-night Deltona, but I've never been to
alternative are a welcoll!e addi- an illegal race," he said. ,.'It
tion, but said it doesn't serve as would be fun to see stupid kids
·
a substitute for those who are doing stupid things.'' ·
determined to engage in the
The organization of the
real thing.
races at Speedworld is much
"It's · not street racing," better than at Morosso race
track in Palm Beach County,
Pre.s ha said.
• .
Indeed, pop culture and racer and freshman Jam es
movies such as "The Fast and Ingrassia said.
"It's safer because of the
the Furious," which glorifies
street racing, continues to emergency unit," Ingrassia
said. "If you crash, you. crash.''
rll encourage those who want to
Unlike the tracks at
duplicate . the illegal activify;
Moroso, which are too slippery
Presha added.
"It seems like they don't and are not cleaned off propercaie," Presha said. "People die, ly to prevent oil slicks and damand they're back out there next · age to the vehicles, the quality
of the track is better at
week."
The ·speedworld track Speedworld, Ingrassia added.
~ Standing next to Ingrassia,
opened in 1966 and hosted drag
races until 1977, according to . freshman Thomas Barnett
Weisinger. After several years, watches with envy as two more
·
drag racing was brought back cars.take off.
Barnett does not drag race
to the track in 1986 when
Weisinger took over operations but participates in an event
called Autocross, where drivers
on a full-time basis.
''We try to add the ele- go to parking lots, set up a
ments of the streets for the late- course With cones and drive
night racing," Weisinger says. around them. The course is
"The advantage is, 'it's struc- . intended to keep. speeds in a
tured." ·
domain that most drivers might
, Racing tracks throughout have encountered on the
Florida have initiated similar streets and highways, according to the Autocross Web site.
Q themes for late-night drag rac''We don't have drag racing .
ers. Bradenton Motorsports
Park, located outside of Tampa, · in the Keys,'' Barnett said about
holds races for its "Club 1320," his hometown. "We have
a late-night street-racing club Hondas with stickers."
Barnett does not race at
that boasts an informal environment with, minimal staff and Speedworld due to the high
an atmosphere "like Saturday insurance cost, but said he
night without the police chase," ''would be here every day" if he
according to the track's Web · could afford the payments.
"I want to race so bad," he
site. Incidentally, the 1320
• stands for the number of feet in said.
FROMPAGE4

tomorrow's traditions start with
SIGMA

NU

We 're creating a new fraternity at the University of
Central Florida and our legacy ofHonor
will be crafted by leaders like you.
Beginning February 3, Sigma Nu representatives
will be looking/or select students
with new ideas, leadership ability and
a strong foundation of values.

For more information about how to become
a Founding Father for Sigma Nu Fraternity,
contact a member of o.u r recruitment team at
[407] 823-4325.

Sigma Nu Fraternity- Excelling With Honor

' -

UCF undergradu·ates have unique opportunities
that provide a smooth transition-to graduate school.

&i:uo.1 ...13j'I!'fm'E can take gradu_ate classes
that apply to both their undergraduate and
graduate degrees.

til!l!¥fl¥J6~ that enable
students to complete both a bachelor's and
master's degree in five years are available to
history, liberal studies and nursing majors. ·
~worth $25,000 per year are

available to outstanding UCF
undergraduates.
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Delayed artj.vals, departures leaves students Stranded
FRoM :PAGE
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Crosby, who has used the
regular bus service, found that it
took her 20 to 30 minutes to get
from her apartment at Pegasus
Landing to the bus stop on-campus in her wheel chair.
"Some of the other stops
don't have crosswalks or side-

dependent," she said. "With
Access Lynx, we are more independent."
Frenney ~aid that Access
Lynx- continues to improve its
service. Access Lynx has consolidated its services under one
company instead of three
make scheduling more efficient.
"Now we're usin,g one com-

walks, · so it's a challenge for drunks who somehow seem to
wheelchair -users to use those single nie out to talk to," she
particular stops," she said.
said.
And. Crosby doesn't feel
Clendenin says that she
completely. safe riding certain would like to remain independbus routes in the evening either. . ent without having to rely on
"The 30 cross-town can be a friends to constantly get arotind.
"It probably makes people
little frightening to ride, because,
I'm sorry to say, a lot of the other feel guilty to have to depend on
people who ride are creepy their friends - it makes us

to

pany, so we h;;tve control over all
the scheduling," she said.
And Lynx has iinproved its
performance in the past two
years.
"Two years ago our on-time
performance rate was- about 20
to 30 percent," Frenney sa!d.
"Now it's about 70 percent. So we
are improving~ slowly but surely."

TITLE VI: THE ELECTION .S TAT·U TES

I -

A. Active Campaigning -Any display or
distribution of tangible items for a
candidate/ticket for an elective office of the
student body
B. Authorized by Candidate - Candidates
written approval.
C. _Auxiliary Organization -Any organization
not affiliated with UCF and with esteemed ·
community prominence. (i.e. Shriner's,
Kiwanis, League of Women Voters)
D. Campaign Materials
1. Authorized - Any items approved by the
Election Commission, which contribute to a
candidate's campaign, including Electric
Media.
2. Unauthorized -Any items not approved
by the Election Commission, which
contribute to a candidate:s campaign,
- including Electronic Media.
E. Campus Media - A university media with an
audience in excess of two thousand (2000)
students.
F. Contribution -Any service, goods or sum of
money donated to the candidate with the
intent of promoting or aiding the candidate in
his/her campaign.
_
G. Election Bulletin Board - Bulletin board
containing election information. ·The Election
Commission shall maintain the board in the
Senate Workroom.
11. Election Period - Shall start Monday of
petitions and end two (2) weeks after the last
day of voting. (For special elections, the
Election Commission shall .define the election
period no .later than two (2) school days after
regular voting.)
EleCtronic Media -Any campaign publicity
transferred electronically.
J. Endorsement- To formally support a given
candidate or ticket.
K. Libel -A method of defamation expressed by
print, writing, pictures or signs; any false and
unprivileged publication that is injurious to the
reputation of another.
L. Major Violation -Any violation that affects
the outcome of an election, repeated minor
violations, or blatant disregard of election
statutes.
M: Majority Vote - Minimum of fifty percent
(50%) plus one. (1) of the votes/vote.
N. Material Fact - One which constitutes the
_ relevancy of eligibility of a candidate/ticket for
a particular·office.
0. Minor Violation -Any vlolation or oversight of
statutes that does not affect the outcome of an
election.
-:P. Partisan - Publicly stating approval or
disapproval of a candidate/ticket.
Q. Professional Service -AriY service provided
to a candidate/ticket by_an i~dividual or
organization, which normally receives
payment for this service.
R. School Day- One (1) school day shall be
considered as. any weekday, M~day through
Friday, in which at least one (1) class is
officially scheduled.
S. Semesters - Fall, Spring, and Summer, with
- attendance in any or all Summer terms being
counted as no more that one (1) semester.
T. Slander - Oral defamation; the speaking of
false or malicious words concerning another,
whereby injury results to his reputation.
U. Tangible Items -Anything inanimate that
may be seen or touched, which infers that a
candidate/ticket intends to run for an elected
Student Government office.
V. Third Parties - .lndividua(s or organizations
other than the candidate/ticket themselves.
W. Third Party Advertising - Solicited or
unsoliclted support for a candidate/ticket by an
organization m individual other than the
candidate/ticket themselves.
X. Unauthorized by Candidate -Anything
without a candidates written approval.
Y. Week _, Any calendar week containing at least
one (1) school day (Monday- Friday).

602.2 Duties of the Supervisor of Elections:
A. Shall maintain a Campaign Expense
-Statement Notebook of all candidates'
Campaign Expense Statements. to be used
as a public record.
B. · Shall not be actively identified with any
candidate or campaign for elective office, nor
act in any partisan manner during
membership on the Election Commission. .
C. Shall post on the SGA Bulletin Board, all
election results no later than 12:00 p.m ..on the
afternoon following the elections.
D. Shall submit a list of problems, solutions, or
possible changes to the Election Statutes
within two (2) weeks following each election to
the Elections and Appointments Committee.
E. Shall maintain a notebook col')taining all
pertinent information related lChviOlations of
the Election Statutes. This notebook shall
include, but not be limited to: notices of
violations; fines levied; actions taken; Judicial
Council decisions; and ~II material relevant to
reaching these decisions. Each piece of
documentation pertaining to violations shall be
signed alid dated, with the time noted by the
Supervisor of Elections.
F. Shall be responsible for submitting a typed
report to the Student Senate at each Senate
meeting throughout the election period.
Failure to make a report to the Senate two (2)
times during an election period will result in
the· automatic dismissal of the Supervisor of
Elections.
G. Shall be responsible for submitting a
memotandum to the Student Body President,
if Commission members are not completing
the duties assigned in 602.3.
H. If the Supervisor of Elections is dismissed by
the Student Senate or by the appellate
process or resigns voluntarily during an
election period, the Assistant Supervisor of
Elections shall assume the responsibilities of
the Supervisor of Elections, and an Assistant
Supervisor of Elections shall be elected from
and by the Election Commission.
602.3 Duties of the Election Commissioners.:
The Supervisor of Elections shall supervise and
direct the Election Commission. They:
A. Shall not be actively identified with any
candidate or campaign for elective office, nor
act in any partisan manner during ·
membership on the Election Commission.
B. May only establist.1 polling places in the
following locations unless otherwise approved ·
by the Senate in Resolution form: ·
1. In front of the Student Union (South Side).
2. At all branch campuses, in the area of the
· Student Lounge.
C. Shall make arrangements for voting materiais
for the elections. It shall arrange for other
such things as required for the proper,
efficient, impartial, and legal completion of the
elections.
D. Shall procure and compile a concise report of
all requirements and regulations in reference .
to posting of tangible campaigning on the
entire University of Central Florida·
Campus(es). The Election Commission shall
also distribute this report at the time of Petition
pick-up. E. Each Commissioner shall maintain office
hours on the Election Bulletin Board for each
day of the election period.
1. The Main Campus Election Commission
office location shall be provided for under
the direction and agreement between the
Student Body President, Student Body
Vice President and the Student Senate
President Pro Tempore, upon the approval
· of Senate. Office hours shall be

Chapter 602 The Election Commission
602.1 Membership: The Election Commission's
membership shall be composed of nine (9)
students from the University of Central Florida.
The Supervisor of Elections will have served as
an Elections Commissioner at UCF for a
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the next Senate meeting following the
cornmitt~e action.
C. At the recommendation of the Elections andAppointrnent Committee, the Student Senate
may remove any member of the Elections
Commission by 2/3 vote.
D. All Election Commissioners must be made
aware that they are liable to have partial or all
moneys withheld from their final paychecks
based on the dismissal clause for violating the
Student Government Election Statutes or the
Constitution of the Student Body of the
Universitv of Central Florida at any time during
their term as an Election Commissioner.
E. In the case of the removal of an Election
Commission member, an appeal by an
Election Commissioner to the_Judicial Council,
· shall be submitted, in the form of a typed letter
and signed in ink, within forty-eight (48) hours
of the Student Senate's decision. The appeal
shall be delivered to the Chief Justice.

maintained by at least one (1)
Commissioner from the hours of 9:00 a.m.
to 5 p:m., Mond.ay through Friday.
2. All area campus questions concerning
elections shall be redirected to the main
campus.
F. Shall acknowledge and record the quantity of
all authorized campaign materials before such
materials are posted by the candidates/tickets.
The Election Commission shall keep an
accurate representation of any campaign
materials.
G. Shall be responsible for checking the campus
everyday for any unauthorized campaign
materials during the period between the day
before the start of Active Campaigning and the
· day after the completion of elections.
H. Shall make arrangement for the removal and
record all unauthorized campaign materials
immediately and initiate appropriate action to
fulfill the requirements of these Election
Statutes.
Shall notify all campus media of the results of
the election (in memorandum form) within
twenty-four (24) hours of the confirmation of
the election results.
J. Shall conduct three (J) meetings, at varying
times, to explain the Election Statutes, and to
answer questions concerning them, for all
candidates/tickets - one (1) before Petition of
Candidacy , and one (1) after Petition of
Candidacy.
K. Shall send a copy of the Election Statutes to
all campus media notifying them that these
statutes will be used in the upcoming election,
~fore the end of Declaration of Candidacy.
L. Shall procure a canopy large enough to
provide a protective covering for those voting
in front of the Student Union.
·
M. Shall procure posters, which will be displayed
in each building in which classes are held, and
shall advertise in all campus media
information regarding elections. These
advertisements shall begin with the first issue
published by the campus media for the Spring
semester, and on (1) week before petitions
become available for the Fall semester.
'
These shall contain the total expense limits for
each candidate. Information concerning the
Petition of Candidacy Forms shall begin at
feast ten (10) days prior to all elections, and
shall include the date, time: place of voting,
offices to be elected, and when Declaration of
Candidacy ends.
N. Shall by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday prior to the
election, organize, publicize and take all
responsibilities of establishing a Candidate
Forum (open to all students), and determining
where the forum will be held (in a largecapacity area) ..
0. Shall notify the tickets and all campus media
of the date, time and place of Candidate
Forum by the first (1st) school day after the
Declaration of Candidacy ends.
P. Shall not specify rules or procedures in
addition to the Election Statutes, unless the
Senate has approved them in Resolution
form.
Q. Shall be responsible for advertising the Spring
Election in the campus media three (3) weeks
before the end of the Fall semester.
R. Shall submit a letter of resignation to the
Student Body President and the Supervisor of
Elections, in case of volu.ntary resignation.

minimum of one election period.
A. The Supervisor of Elections, an Assistant
Supervisor of Elections, and three-(3)
Commissioners (members) shall be appointed
three (3) Senate meetings prior to the Fall
Semester. The remainder must be confirmed
one (1) week prior to the start of active
campaigning.
B. Commission members may not hold any other
elected or appointed Student Government
positions.
C. Commission members' terms of office shall
run for one (1) year from the date on which
they are confirmed. Commissioners shall hold
office for a maximum of three (3) terms.

Chapter 601 Definitions: (Defined, but not
limited to)

. 5.

6.

c.hapter 605 Election Procedures

A. Sufficient funds shall be available for the
election process from the Student
Government Elections Account.
B. The Election Commission's hourly wage and
weekly hour limlt shall be specified in the
Activity and Service Fee Budget, as a part of
the Student Government Elections Account.
1. The Election Commissioners shall not be
paid their final paychecks until all the
duties have been determined fulfilled (by
the Student Body President).

605.1 Election Code of Ethics
A. No candidate/ticket shall misrepresent any
material fact in campaign material or i~
campaigning in any form.
·
B. No candidate/ticket or individual may pe~ure
himse~ before the Elections Commission.
C. No candidate/ticket or individual may
misrepresent any campaign material as being
the material of any candidate/ticket other than
themselves.
D. No candidate/ticket shall oondone or authorize
the destruction or theft of campaign material of
another candidate.
E. No candidate/ticket shall commit slander or ·
libel.
F. No candidate/ticket shall commit or attempt a
bribe.

All candidates for Student Government positions ·
must meet the minimum requirements set forth in
Title X: Installation and Eligibiiity
R~uirements.

604.1
A. Fall Elections
1. Candidates must file a Petition
a. Candidates for colleges must have fifty
(50) signatures (from students currenUy
enrolled in his/her college)
b. Candidates for and Undeclared position at
the Main Campus .must have twenty five
(25) signatures from students with
undecided majors. The signatures on the
Petition form must be from students
- enrolled at the Main Campus.
c. Candidates for At-Large positions at area
campuses must have at least twenty five
(25) signatures on the Petition Form. The
signatures on the Petition form must be
from students enrolled at the respective
area campus.
2. Petitions may be obtained from the Senate
Secretary no earlier tflan 9:00 a.m. on the first
(1st) school day of the third (3rd) week of the
Fall semester, and will _be turned in at the time
of the ·candidate's declaration of candidacy.
3. Declaration of Candidacy will take plaee
during the fourth (4th) week of the Fall
semester. Declaration of Candidacy will run
from 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Monday through
Wednesday. The Senate Secretary, or his/her
designee, shall sign and date the form
"received." The candidate shall complete,
sign and date the form. The form shall
contain a ~Candidate Expense Disclosure
Statement."
4. The Senate Secretary shall immediately post
and send by facsimile to the area .campus
Student Government, the declaration and s~t
· number of the candidates filing for office on
the Election Bulletin Board, located in the
Senate Work Room, to be'officially pdSted up
at5:00 p.m.
5. Active,.campaigning shall not begin before
8:00 a.m. on the first (1st) day of the week
following Declaration of Candidacy.

602.5 Removal of Election Commission
Members
A. The Elections and Appointments Committee
shall meet and determine if an Election
Commissioner may have violated the Election
Statutes.
B. If the Elections and Appointments Committee
decides that an Election Commission
Membe~s) may have committed a
major/minor violation of Election Statutes, It '
shall notify the Student- Sen~!e in writing by
t • ..

4.

Chapter 603 Election Funding

Chapter. 604 Candidates

602.4 Duties of the Director of Student
Government Support Services ·
A. Shall check the qualifications of all candidates,
and shall post the names of-those qualified to
hold office, on the Election Bulletin Board, with
one (1) school day after the end of Declaration
of Candidacy. There shall be two (2) _
additional school days in which those
candidates/tickets who are not qualified·may
clear up questions of qualifications.

..

3.

Government Senate Secretary no earlier than
9:00 a.m. on the first (1st) Monday of the third
(3rd) week of the Spring semester. The·
Petition will be turned in at the lime of the
candidate's declaration of candidacy.
Declaration of Candidacy for Spring elections
shall be during the fourth (4th) week of the
Spring semester, and shall take place
between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Monday
through Thurs~ay.
.
l'he Student Government Senate Secretary
shall sign and date the form "received." The
candidate/ticket shall complete, sign and date
this form.
·
The Student Government Senate Secretary
shall immediately pest the Declaration on the
Election Bulletin Board and send by facsimile
to the area campus Student Governments. ,..
Active Campaigning shall not begin before
9:00 a.m. on the first (1st) day of the sixth
(?th) week.

B. Spring Elections (Presidential)
1. The Student Body Presidential Candidate, the .
Student Body Vice Presidential Candidate and
the Vice President for the Executive Branch
Candidate shall be running mates, therefore
forming a ticket. The Presidential·ticket must
file a Petition form with the signatures of four
hundred and.fifty (450) students currenHy
enrolled at the University of Central Florida.
2. Petitions may be obtained from the Student

~
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605.2 Active Campaigning
A. All campaign materials, including candidate
web sites, must be registered with the Election
Commission, and must conform to the report
cited in 602.3 E. B. Distributors of campaign materials are
restricted in the following ways:
1. No campaign material will !;le distributed in
the residence halls or by sliding said .
material under the door.
2. No distribution of campaign material will be
permitted in the residence halls before
11 :00 a.m. or after 9:00 pm
3. No campaign material wili be distributed
within:
a. The University designee Computer
labs, except Student Government
officially approved Electronic Media;
b. The Library, Bookstore (does not
include said breezeYlay);
c. Classrooms;
d. Inside the Student Union Building,
including gated patio areas;
e. The Election tent boundaries.
C. Candidates may not devjse a name, which will
associate them with another candidate.
605.3 Electronic Media
A. At the beginning of.all Electronic Messages,
~his.~ssage

shall not be forwarded."
B. On all Electronic Messages, 'tl)e date and
name of the Election Commissioner who
approved the message shall appear at the
bottom.
C. All Electronic Media shall adhere to all election
statutes.
605.4 Election Times
A Fall Elections shall be held the sixth (6th}
week of the semester and Spring Elections
shall be held the seventh (7th) week of the
semester.
B. Election times will commence at 8:00 a.m. on
Monday and will continue through 5:00 p.m.
Wednesday, noting .that Polaris shots down
everyday for maintenance.
C. Elections will run from 10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.'
for the Student Union Tent.
D.. A Run Off Election will occur, the w~k
following posting of the Election results,
between the two (2) candidates/tickets
receiving the most votes (providing no
candidate or tiGket received a majority of votes
cast).

News• 9 -
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Shuttle rolls out early, but is 'Swiftly cut back due to lack·of riders
DANIELLE DEPARi
STAFF WRITER

UCF shuttles begmi rolling out
an extra 30 minutes earlier in
response to complaints this semester that the shuttle's 7 a.m route

wasn't early enough to get them to
their 7 a.m classes.
Starting Jan. 13, Parking
Services arranged to begin shuttle
-routes at 6:30 a.m. to accommodate

students with early classes.
Yet the buses remained virtually empty, even after Parking
Servioos. spent an ·extra $1,400 to
run those earlier shuttles. To continue running all shuttles 30 minutes
earlier throughout the rest of the
semester would have cost Parking
Serviees about $9,500.
· "We can't have all the buses
running empty during that time- it
is just not cost-effective," said John

605.5 All Special Elec!ions wil follow these same
Election Statutes. unless otherwise stated herein.
A A Special ElecOOn wiU occur ff lhe winning
caooidate/ticket is disqualified. If there is only
one (1) candidate in a Special Election, no
election will be necessary.
a Qily qualified cand'idates/lickels who ran in the
Prinary Election, irxll.Jdi~ write-in
candidatesltickets, will be placed Oil the New
ElecOOn balbt.
C. There wil be no rteN write-in candiiatesJlick

b' New EJecli:>m,
D. A New 83ctioo wil be held at lea.5t one (1)
week folowing the end of the appellate
• process, but 00 m6re than two (2) weeks after
the end of the appellate process.
605.6 Al NewflecOOns wi I bbvthese same
Eledio«1 Statutes unless olhelwise stated herein.
A A New Eledion wiB occur if the race is
"invalidated" by the Judicial Council. If there is
only one (1) cand"ldate in the New Election, oo
eledioo iS necessary.
B. Only qualified candi:latesl0Cke1s wtio ran in the
Primary Eledion, ilcluding write-in
ca00idai!Si'lickel5, wtll be placed on the New
Election Ballot
C. There will be no new wriH cancidates for
New Eleclions.
D. A New Election wiB be held at least one (1)
week folloMrJg the end of the appelate
process, but no roore than &lo (2) ~after
the eJJd of the appellate process.
605.7 Voting
A. All ~shall be eligible to vote for one (1) .
Met during the Spring Eledfon.
B. Al students shall be eligible to vote for the
r:epresentati.ve(s) of their Cdlege and if eligible
Area Can\'.)US representatiYe during:the Fall

lktion.

c. krt student with a oouble major shaD be
eligille to vote under only one of nislher
registered majors.
D. M. an voting places, there shall be detailed
instrudions on hoN to vote.

605.8 ~n Candidates
A. Wrile-in Candidates names will not be placed
on ballots.
B. Af. write-in candidates must ~plete the same
pape1WOl'k that other candidates must file
exr.ept fbr the peliOOn.

605.9 Balloting
A The Supervisor of Elec!ions, the Director of
S!IJdent Government Support Services, must
be present at the tilulatioo of resufls.
B. Each candidateflicket, after the official balrot
counting, may can u a recount of votes, at
which line he/she may be present
C•.No ballctsllall be disquafrfied if the voter's
ii1tentlons are determined "legar and ~clear" by
the Election CommiSsioo.
605.10 Election Contingency Plan
In case of a campus emergency which may
impede the voting process,, the Sblfent Body
Pl'esident may, upon ~ltation with the
Supervisor of Eiecttons , suspend or delay and
ebition and resctlldiJe It within sewn (7) days
after the ~ or delayed election or as SOOl1
thereafter~ pr<m:able. In tlrie evoot of an
election &JSpeflSion or delay, the new election
times wil be property advertised through student
meda and posted on the Election Bulletin Board.
605.11 Third Party campaigning and SUpport
A. The ~is not responsible for
l.l1alJlhorized verbal, written or physical
campaigning by third parties.
B. Guidelines on organizations:
1. Only registered dubs and organizations
can endorse and/or support a
cancidateJlfcket
2.. Clubs and organizations that ctioose to
campaigl, support and/or endorse
caf1didafe5Jtickets are subject to al
~idelines in these Statutes and the ~
Golden Rule mcluding, but not frnlted to,
slander and fibel clauses.
C, Individuals lffat choose to campaign, support
and'or endorse a can<fldatellickef are subject
to all guidelines in the Statutes and the !JQ.E
Golden Rule including, but not limited to,
slander and libel clauses.
Chapter 606 Campaign Expense Statement

A Spring campaign Expense Statements must
be received in the Senate Secretary's Office,
and Fall Campaign Expense Statements must

B.

C.

D.

..

E.

be received by the-Senate Secretary's Office
no rater than 5:00 p.m. on the day after the end
of voting, and bear the time of delivery and the
initials of the appropriate Secretary.
campaign Expense Statements must be
turned in regardless of the arrount of money
spent (even $0.00).
campaign material in support of the
candidate/ticket will be considered in
his/her/their Campaign Expense Statement
No candklate may accept free publicity from
any media, which does not offer the same
service(s) to the other candidates for the same
office, in writi~. two (2) days before the
media's deadline.
The Campaign Expense Statement which
must be signed by the Cancfrdate attesting to
its validity, shall include an itemized list of all
campaign Expenses and Contrilutions,
including:
1. Any physical materials used,
2. Any rented or loaned equipment
3. Anyone hired for, or giving time for
professional service,
4. Refreshments used for campaign

Clark, manager of Parking Servires.

add more' stops and purchase D;ew
Parking Services officials buses.
The money g-enerated from the
therefore decided to restore 7 a.m.
start times for most routes and keep transportation fee so far is tied up in
6:30 a.m. start times for only those bonds to fund the oonstruction of a
routes that. seive Pegasus Pointe fifth parking garage. The $2 million
and Pegasus Landing, UCF's two garage will accommodate 1,600
university-affiliated housing com- cars.
plexes.
The UCF shuttle serving
This fall, Parking Services Jefferson Commons, Alaiaya Club,
plans to seek a five-year agreement Boardwalk and University House
with a transportation company to ·will continue to operate from 7 a.m.

E.
F.

G.

H.

Government Elections Account and issue a
receipt to the offender as well as to the Director
of Student Government Support Services.
Fines shall not be counted tcmards Expense
Limit nor registered on the campaign Expense
Statement
Failure to appeal a fine within two (2) school
days or to pay fine within ten (10) school days
of posting at the ~ of the appellate process
wiU result in the candidate's/tickers
cisqualificalion. There shall be a forty-eight
(48) OOl.Jr grace period for the payment of fines
under appeal. This grace peOOd shall begin
when the appeals process has finished.
If the EJection Commission feels that a
candidate/lick.et has oommitted a major
violation, then It shall notify the Judicial Council
in 'M'iting, by 5:00 p.m. on the Monday
followi~ the public posti~ of the election
resulls.
The Election C6mmission shall determine
whether the sum of all violations equals a
major or minor violation.

Chapter 608 Conteslments/Appeals

purposes.
F. If discounts, loaned equipment donated
materials, refrestmen~. or professional
services given free are not offered to all
candidates in advance, by posting in written
form on the Election Bulletin Board, forty-eight
(48) hours prior to Declaration of Candidacy,
they must be listed at fair market value and
added to the tolal expenditures. This does not
include items that were purchased at a
reduced cost while on sale to the general

puhfic.
G. All items listed on the Campaign Expense
Statement shal be acrompanied by the
original receipt or some validation of the fair
market value. All receip1s will i11clude the name
and phone number of the business from which
the item(s) or service(s) were purchased. If a
receipt is oot available, an estimate must be
included with the campaign Expense
Statement. It may be either a listing of the item
in a current catalog from a reputable COOlJany,
or a written estimate containing: an exact
breakdown of the item(s) or service(s), the
price of the desaibed item(s) or service(s), the
name and phone number of the business, and
the signature of the person making the

estinate.
H. The fair market value oi a professional service
shan be the 1100Tial wage, which the person
receives when providing this service. This
wage JTlJSI be documented: the pay rate,
business name and phone number must be
supplied.
Any destroyed material may be replaced
without additional enbies to the candidate's
campaign Expense Statement
J. Senatorial candidates who campaign together
on the same campaign materials may claim
!he cost of these·matelials in proportion to an
equal dMsion among themselves.
·Chapter 607 Violations

A. All candidates must be made ~ that th8y
are liable to be fined for violating The UCF
Golden Rule, The Student Government
Eledions Statutes The Constitu1ion of tile
Sb.xle!lt ~ of the University of Cen1!5!1
~and The Student~ Statutes.
B. All campaigl materials must be removed from
the campus by 12:00 p.m. on rlooday of the
week f-OlloYing the flnal day of voting, by the
candidate/licl<et. Failure to do so will result in a
twenty dollar ($20.00) fine being levied by the
Election Commission.
C. The Election Comnission shall meet and
detemine ff a candidatelticket violated the
ElecOOn Statutes, and shall charge any
candidate/ticket that violates the Election
Statutes with a major minor violation. These
steps shall be tal<en immediateiy folowing a
report alleging that a candidate/ticket has
violated the Eledion Statutes.
1. If the Election Comrrission charges the
candidate/ticket with a minor violation, it
may acxess a five to twenty dollar ($5-$20)
fine (depending upon the severity of the
offense), by a majority vote of the
Commission, for each violation.
2. If the Bection Commission feels that a
candidate/ticket has -committed a major
violation, then tt shall both notify the Judicial
Council and the candidate/ticket in writing
within 24 roors of its decision.
D. All fines must be paid to the Cashier who will
then deposit them into the Student

A. Any contestmentfappeal of a campaign,
Election Commission decision, Ill' an election
by _a candidatelticket shall be submitted in the
form of a typewritten letter and signed in ink.
This letter of contesbnent shall be handdelivered to lhe Director of Student
Government Support Services, as weU as a
copy to the Chief Justice and the Supervisor of
Elections, no later than 5:00p.m. on the
Wednesday following public posting of election
resulls.
B. The Election Commission shaU review all
appeals and formulate a decision within one (1)
week based on the case presented. This
decision may be further appealed to the
Judicial Council. If the appeal of any
candidate/ticket is based upon direct action of
the Elediop Commission, ~ shall be reviewed
by the JudiciatCounal and bypass the Elec!ion
Commission.
C. Notification of adion with due cause must be
presented to the carvlidatelticket forty-eight
(48) oours after the decision is made.
D. My appeal must list reasons for appealing the
decision of the Election Commission or list
charges and/or violations allegedly oommitted
by a candidate/ticket or E~on
Commissione~s).

E. Upon receiving the appeal, the Judicial Council
shall detennine the type of appeal and courseof·action available to it, as specified below:
1. candidatesmckets Appealing an Election
Council Decision: The Judicial Council
shall determine whether the Election
Commission's decision was inoorrect,
proceduraly or substantively. It may uphold
or overturn the Electioo Commission's
decision.
'
2. Contestments Based on EJection
Commissioners VIOiating Election Statutes:
The Judicial, Council shall determine if the
Election Cgmmission membe~s} violated
Statute, if so,
a. Did this affect the Bedion Resulls? If
this is the case, then the Judicial
Council i:nay call for a New Election and
may require that the Election
Commission member(s) rea!ive no
money aod be referred to Judicial
Programs for restitution.
b. If the violation did not effect the election
results, and is considered to be a minor
violation of the Statutes, the Judicial
Council may then require that the
Election Commissioo member(s) be
refelled to the Student Body President
for further action per Executive
Contract
3. Contestments Based on
candidatesff1Cke1s VIOiating Elec!ion
Statutes: The Judicial Council shall
determine whether the candidate/ticket
committed no violation, a minorviolation, or
a major violation.
a. If It finds that a candidate/ticket
committed a milor violation, It shall fine
the candidate/ticket no more than
twenty dollais ($20) for each violation.
b. The Judicial Coondl may levy a fine of
no more than forty dollars ($40) and/or
disqualify a candidate/ticket for a major
violation.
c. If a candidaleJlicket is disqualified due to
a major violation, the Judicial Council
shall call for a Special Election (as
deflned by 605.4).

F. All decisions made by the Election
Commission or the Judicial Council and all
conteslmell1s and appeals made by
candidates shall be posted by the Election
Commission on the Election Bulletin Board and
Student Government web site immediately.
G. If someone feels the Judicial Counci has
viol;ited his/her rights to a fair hearing or due
process, he/she must follow the grievance
procedures outlined in the UCF Golden Rule.
Chapter 609 Recall

A. The holder of any elected office of Student
Government may be removed from office by
the studen1s of the UniVEirsity of Central Florida
by the following procedures:
1. A petitio11 shall be prepared, naming the
person sought to be recalled and containing
a "Statement of Grounds for Recall."
2. The petition shall be signed by at least five
percent (5%) of the office-holder's
constituen1s, based on the current term
enroffment
3. Each student of the university signing a
petition shall sign and legibly print his/her
name il ink and shall place his/her college,
birth date and date of signature in the
petition.
B. The petition shaD be allowed up to t..venty (20)
days to be circulated.
C. After completion, the petition shall be filed with
the Senate Secretary who shall, within (2)
sd1ool days, submtt such petition to the
Election Commission, the Director of Student
Government Support Services, and the
Eledions and Appoinbnents (E&A) Committee.
1Wrthin a period of no more than five (5) school
days, the Director of Student Government
Support Services shall determine whether the
petition contains the required valid signatures.
No additional names may be added to the
petition, and the petition shall not be used in
any othef proceeding.
1. If nis detennined that the petition does not
contain the required signatures, the
Election Commission shall report ~to the
executive and legislative branches of
Student Government and file the petition,
without taking further action and the matter
will be dosed.
2. If It determined ttiat the petition has the
required signarures, then the Supervisor of
Elections shall at once serve a certified
copy of the petition to the offioo-holder
named in the verified petition of recall.
D. The person designated in the-petition may file
hislher typewritten resignation, signed in ink,
with the Attorney General within two (2) sdnol
days after the receipt of the petition copy.
Upon receipt of the resignation letter, the
Attorney General shall at once notify the
governing lxxly of the fact.
E. In the absence of a resignation, the Supervisor
of Elec!ions shall set the days for holding a
Recall Election for the removal of the person
designaled in the petition. My Sl:lch elec!ion
shall be field no less than ten (10) scllool days
nor more than twenty (20) school days from
the res_ignation deadline.
F. The ballot of the Recall Election shall conform
to the following: "Shal ... be removed from the
Office of .., by recall?" lmmediatelY following
the question, there shall be printed on the
ballot the two (2) propositions in the oo:ter here
set forth: "For the recall of ..• ~ainst the recall
of. .."
G. If a majority of the vctes cast on the question
for removal of a11y member of the governing
body is affirmative, the member whose
removal is sought shall be deerried "removed
from office," upon announcement of the official
canvass of that election.
Chapter 610 Referendum Section

A. The Student Body may call for a Referendum
Election by properly filing a petition.
B. The petition shall contain a statement of the
specific issue for which the Referendum
Election win be held.
C. The petition shal be signed by at least ten
percent (10%} of the student lxxly. Each
University of Central Florida sb.Klent signing a
petition shaB sign and print legibly, in ink,
his/her name, respective college, birth date and
the date signature.
D. The petition shall be presented to the Senate
Secretary who shall, submtt the petition to the
Director of Student Government Support
Services for verification.
1. The Director of Student Government

to 10 p.m Monday through Friday.
Junior Bob DeMatteo, 20, said
he is pleased to hear that Parking
Servires is using the transportation
fee so effectively.
.
"I use the shuttle and am .
happy to hear that Parking Servires
is so responsive to student concerns," he said ''It comforts me to
know that though the transportation fee is mandatory, it is spent on
student needs."

Support Services shall, within five (5)
school days, determine the validity of the
signatures, and shall notify the Student .
Body President of the Resulls.
2. FaHure to oomply within flve (5) SGhool days
sball constitute verification.
E. If the petition is ruled "valid" by the Director of
Student Government Support Services, a
Referendum Elec!ion will be held within three
(3) weeks. Funds shall be made avaitable by
the Studeot Body President form the Student
Government General Account
F. If it is determined that the petition does not
.contain the req~ signatures, after
confirmation by the Director of Student
Government Support Services, the Election
commission shall notify the filing parties,
without taking further action,. file the petition:
the mallef will be "closed." No additklnal
names may be used in any other proceedings.
G. The result of the election shall serve as a
consensus opinion of the Stu<Jent Body, and:
1. An official statement containing the issue
and the results, shall be ackncm1edged in
writing by the Student Body President and
the Vice President of Student Development
and Enrollment Services.
2. This official statement shall be sent to all
coo::emed parties on the school day
following the official announcement of 11ie
resulls of the Referendum Elec!ion.
Chapter 611 Swearing In

A. No student shall be sworn in
1. Whose election is being contested in the
Election Commission and/or Judicial
Council and or Vice President of Studem
Development and Enrollment Services, or
2. Who has not removed an of his/her
campaign material from the campus and
paid posted fines, and turned into the
Election CommissaJ the campaign
Expense Statement.
Chapter 612 Fonns
All forms used during the elections will be
developed by the Election Commission and in
compliance with the Election Statutes.
Chapter 613 Senate Session

The Senate Session shall begin one (1) week
following the completion of Senate Elections.
Chapter 614 Revising the Election Statutes
Changes to the Election Statutes made after the
beginning of the Declaration of candidacy shal
not affect the elec!ion in progress.

History:
BILL 02-26 (05/06/70), BILL 12-66 (10/10/80),
BILL 16-76 (08/03184), BILL 03-02 (10/02170),
BILL 13-58 (09/03181), Bill 18-01 (02f06/86),
BILL 06-40 (03113174), BILL 13-66 (09/21181),
J!ILL 18-17 (02/13186), BILL 08-72 (1 Of22/76),
BILL 14-22 (03/03/82), BILL 18-49 (0!'24186),
BILL ~34 (06!2.BITT), BILL 14-23 (03/03182),
BILL 19-16 (01/15187), Bill 10-19 (04/04/78),
BILL 14-40 (07120182), Bill 19-32 (02/12181'),
BILL 10-58 (08128178), BILL 1443 (07/07182),
BILL 19-37 (03/26187), BILL 11-20 (03119179), BILL
15-08 (01'27183), BILL 19-47 {05117/87), Bill 1135 (02/16179), Bill 15-50 (04/19183), Bill 19-B7
(07'26187). BILL 11-57 (03/15179), BILL 16-34
(01/20184), BILL 20-21 (Q2J02188), BILL 12-39
(04/02J80), BILL 16-35 .(02/13184), BILL 20-42
{03/08/88), BILL 20-72 (06/29/88), BILL 21-20
(01110189), BILL 21-26 {01110189), BILL 21-29
(01/17189), BILL 21-30 (01/17/89), BILL 22-08
(11r28189), BILL 22-13 (12/05/89), BILL 21-18
(01/09/90), BILL 23-14 (01'24191), BILL 23-49
(06/09/91), BILL 23-50 (06/09/91), BILL 23-70
(08/25191), BILL 24-16 (12101/91), BILL 24-17
(12/01/91), BILL 25-00 (10122192), BILL 2546
(05/31193), BILL 26-03 (11/18193), BILL 26-34
(03f24/94), BILL 26--58 (06/12194), BILL 26-59
(06/12194), B!LL 26-68 (07131194, 6.052.C&D),
BILL 26-SS (07131194, 6.02.2A.4), BILL 27-23 _
(12/8194, 002.2.D, 605), BILL 27-35(1218194,
607.C&E), BILL 27-36 (12/8194, 605.1.E), BILL 2737 (2J2)95) (602.1), BILL27-46 (02109195), BILL
27-82 (06/18195, 602.1 C), BiH 28-19 (11/30195),
BILL 31-63 (09/16199), BILL 3140 (06/30/99),
BILL 32-08 (1/11100), BILL 3140 (08/03f99), BILL
32-11 (02128/00), 32-18 (02125/00), 32-81
(09/12/00), BILL 33-12 (02/13/01), Judicial
Decision (09/06/01), Bil 34-13 (09/15/01), BILL 3444 (05/31AJ2), BILL 33-76 (05131/02)

:

OUR STANCE:

Economic recovery more
important than Iraq

Mr. Presidet1t does it
cot1cert1 you at all that
we spet1d so 11tuch tt11te
focused Ot1 Iraq whet1
North Korea possesses ·
Nuclear weapot1ry?

n his State of the Union aqdress Tuesday speech to try to sell the country on war with
Iraq. Bush tried to scare the American public
night, President Bush gave his perceptions of the country's situation. He
into blindly following his lead.
He tried to make the case that the United
touched on some domestic issues but
dedicated much of his speech to foreign aff~s. States has to go to war with Iraq, because, if it
· Bush made some good proposals in 'outlin- does not strike first, then Saddam Hussein will
use his weapons of mass destruction on the
ing his domestic agenda. For example, he said
he wants to improve the economy, protect the
U.S. or its allies. United N~tions weapons
environment and lessen the country's depend- .inspectors still have not located those weapons
of mass destruction after three months of
ence on foreign sources of energy.
searching. ·
Bush earmarked $1.2 billion in research
Bush said he has evidence that will confunding to develop hydrogen-powered vehicles.
If the U.S. dev~lops the technology to free itself vince all doubters that the U.S. must attack
Iraq. He called the pending war a matter of
from its addiction to oil, the nation and world
would benefit from having a clean energy
national security and said that the U.S. would
go to war because it has to.
source.
''We seek peace," Bush said. ''We strive for
Unfortunately, Bush did not put forth a
clear-cut plan to get the nation out of its twopeace. If war is forced upon us, we will fight for
year recession. He proposed more tax cuts, but · a just cause and a just peace."
his tax cuts primarily benefit the wealthiest
That does not make sense. Peace-seeking
Americans, who need relief the least. Before he nations do not send hundreds of thousands of
troops to a-country's borders and threaten an
commits the nation to a war with Iraq, Bush
needs to concentrate more on resuscitating the invasion. Furthermore, the only nation forcing
war is the-United States. War is not being
American economy.
-· Bush pledged $15 billion to help fight AIDS forced upon us.
in Africa and the Caribbean. Finally, he realIf Bush has the "smoking gun" to justify a
ized the scope. and importance of this cause.
preventative war on Iraq, now is the time to
However, it se~ms highly unlikely that the
present it. Otherwise, he should focus his
U.S. will wait much longer before rusbing into
attention on domestic problems and the actual
state of the union.
war. Basically, Bush used his two-hour-long

I

\

\

Well, at least
they dott have
Nnucular" weapot1ry.

OUR STANCE:

As teanf improves,

so shOUld salary
U
..

CF's head football coach, Mike
Rather than paying him more now, UCF should
invest the money in recruiting to make the team
Kruczek; makes mor~ than $200,000
better.
·
between his salazy and other endorsements. For a goo<\ football coach at an
Kruczek has the team going in the right ·
direction, and he has proven_hi:mself as a
hnproving football prografJf, Kruczek makes
strong coach. Oth~r:wise, the University of
enough money now.
\
UCF should take a stand and avoid the
Kentucky and the University of. Louisville would
escalating salaries that universities around the not have pursued him. Hopefully, with Kruczek
country pay their athletic coaches. Neither the
on board for at least another season, the team
football coach nor any pther coach should make will continue its progress and become a team
more than the university president; when he or . that UCF students can take pride in.
she does, it says that the university places more
Kruczek deserves praise for turning down
emphasis on sports-than education and distorts more lucrative offers at the universities of
the priorities of the university, its employees
Kentucky and Louisville. He demonstrated his
and its students.
loyalty to the football program he has helped to
At UCF, where students do not care that
build and his commitment to make UCF a footmuch about the football team, it makes little
ball power.
sense to pay a coach more than UCF pays
If the team improv~s next season under
Kruczek now. If and when Kruczek improves
Kruczek _and generates the money that would ·
the team to the point that studep.ts get excited
accompany sold-out games and, perhaps, a
about the team, and when UCF's football team
bowl appearance, UCF can afford to pay
becomes a bowl-caliber competitor, UCF should Kruczek more. However, Un.til the football team
reward Kruczek for his performance with a
reaches that point, Kruczek should settle for
higher salary.
what he make~ now.
Giving in.ore money to the same coach will
Considering UCF's budget constraints and·
not make the team better. Kruczek will not per- the good, but not great, quality of UCF's footform better for ..a higher salary. He will not
ball team, Coach Kruczek earns a reasonable
become a beiJer coach if he makes more money. · salary.'

"Wars have never _hurt anybody except t_he _people who die."
-SALVADORDALI

Senator is correct in condemning funding for ethnk groups
In response to "Inflammatory E-mail stuns student government" by Ben Baird publishoo Jan. 27. I
must say that what many consider to be a racist comment is not racist at all. It appears that Sen. Tyler Van
Voorhees is trying to make statements of fact. not
attacking a particular group of people.
He is apparently trying to say that the allocation
of dollars to one group over the other shouldn't haw
anything to do with the ethnic background of that
respectiVI:' group. That. in fact would be racism. It seems

all he is asking is for is another set of criteria to be used
- one that does not discriminate for or against any
racial group.
.
.
He states that ooucational organizations allow
and encourage all races to participate and become successful. not just those who belong to a particular.ethnic group. Allowing that type of practice to continue, I
believe, truly would be racism.
-aJWN H. BRIJ<I

Senator Van Voorhees shoo.Id resign
I was shocked after reading Serr. Tyler Van
Voorhees E-mail. "Inflammatory E-mail stuns student
government" by Ben Baird publishoo Jan.?J, which all
but condemnoo the funding of "ethnic and minority
groups" while promoting unofficial candidates for the
presidency.
The appeal of colll'ge comes, in part, from the
aura of tolerance and understanding in an academic

environment With comments like, "if you're fresh off
the boat" Van Voorhees takes us back to atime of prejudice and oppression. Oearly the senator has abused
his post ~n inflaming minorities and affiliatoo organizations. Mr. Van Voorhees, as a member of an ethnic
group. Iask you to do justice to UG and resign.

-LUIZ BRAVIM

6reeks lead because of initiative, not status
In response to your ooitmial stance, "SQ\ neEds us le-aders, and if aGreek organization fosters these skills,
non-Gr~k leaders," publ~hed Jan. 27, I agr~ that it
it should not be held against us.
would be good to have non-Gr~k leaders throw their .
The $32,(XX) dollars that was allocated to Greek
"hats into the ring" this upcoming .election. However, I Council was passed through several· branches of SQ\,
do not agr~ with the W&J you have depictoo our fra- many of which have non-Greek members. It- is their
ternity and sorority community.
responsibility to determine WQat benefits the best interIbelieve that xour publication needs to r~valu ests of the UCF student body. If broken down, $32,00J
ate what it d~ms 'wasteful and biased" before it dolla_rs calculates to about $1p.66 per Greek member.
bl'gins to stereotype our Greek community and what we and 1f you compared that to other dubs and organizacontribute to the university.
tions, you would see how reasonable our request was.
Greeks have taken the initiative to become le-adIn dosing. Iwould advise your publication to be
ers on this campus and by no me-ans has the "UCF com- careful ofthe wt you describe the more than 3,00J stumunity deferred le-adership" opportunities to us. We as dents in our soon to be 40 chapters that are representGr~ks hold ourselves to a higher standard, and there is
ed by your statements and look at who, by definition,
rarely adub or organization that does not haw a Gr~k is being biased in this situation. ·
~
in a le-adership position. .
Student leaders are not in place because we are
-RYAN O'ROIJRKE
Greek, rather we hqld the qualities and ideals that make
• Interftutemity @ndl President
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2010:A UCFodyssey
MIKE RIEGEL
STAFF WRITER

Like it or·not, 10,000 more
students are coming to UCF.
Not right this minute, but
that is the projected growth by
the year 2010. With that in mind,
the UCF board of trustees ·
recently passed a campus
growth plan that will accommodate the expansion.
.·
There are going to be more
bWJ.dings, more classes, more
teachers and there are even
plans to add as niany as a dozen
parking spaces. Even with all of
this wonderful development in
the works, there are some people out there who are opposed to
pouring concrete on grasslands
and being overrun by belligerent
college students. Can you believe
the nerve of these people?
Spearheading the effort to
block the development is concerned citizen Susan Eberle. She
lives northwest of campus in the
RiverWalk development. Sh~
addressed trustees and
President Hitt at the Board of
Trustees meeting and told them:
"Nobody's happy with this. The
whole question is, how can they
grow? We've got a mess over
here, and nobody there wants to
address it."
1 think it's time Eberle and these
so-called "activists" took a little
history lesson.
,
America was built upon a
legacy of trailblazing and
growth. When that legacy is at
its best, people from all over the
world escape any number of
evils to find a fulfilling and
rewarding life waiting for them
in America<.At its worst - well,
ask a Native American, if you
can find one.
Either way; getting in th~
way of that progress is a lot like
going to a Steven Sea.gal movie.
Aftenvards, you usually find
yourseH shaking your head and
asking, ''Why? Why did I do that
to myself?"
These neighbors and en.vironmentalists are fighting for a
worthy cause, but worthy doesn't always equate to worthwhile.
Take O.J as an example. Here's
a guy who's been looking for the
"real killer" for years now; and I
bet he'll never find that guy.
(Give up, Juice. We know you

made a valiant effort, but that
guy's probably playing golf
somewhere in Florida by now).
The simple fact is that the
students are coming, and they
are going to attend UCF. The
activists can paint their signs
with clever.rally cries, and then
they can decorate their homes
with them. I hear that most
protest signs are remarkably
opaque, which would make for
wonderful curtains.
That's not to say that I
don't appreciate where these
people are coming from with
their protests. I've seen what
havoc college students can
wreak on peaceful neighborhoods. I suppose Eberle could
rally student support by picking
up a couple of kegs and offering
free beer to student protesters,
but that would probably do more
to stifle her cause than promote
it.
Like concerned neighbors,
I'm also against the wasteful use
of natural resources, and the
environmental implications of
this endeavor are certainly worthy of consideration.
Of course I understand that
trees are bugs and rocks are
people too, but if a few of them
have to die to facilitate the maturity of UCF, then that's a sacrifi.ce they should be willing to
_ make. The only real way to help
preserve the environment in this
case is to save the gasoline and
the e~aust that the cars would
create as a result of driving to
UCF and protesting.
Once the year 2010 rolls
around, two things are going to
happen - first, I'll be dangerously close to graduating.
Second, the talk about expanding the college and addressing
the Issue of burgeoning enrollment will still be on the table.
The real culprits in this situation are people living longer
due to medical science and air
conditioning that allows people
to survive and go to school in the
Central Florida area..
I'm not even factoring in the
Ii.umber of-cloned Raelians that
will be attending major universities such as UCF. Throw in a
bunch of people dressed like
Star Trek extras with bad haircuts and this pould get really
ugly.

Glenda-gives Orlando a
token of remembrance
or gay rights, she wasn't paying
part of the good witch of Oz.
attention to the city's bottom-line.
Each year the city owned utility
This budget deficit of nearly
company writes a check to the city
$12 million bas not ~n matched in to balanre the books. In the past
nearly 20 years. The last major
OUC had been brining in extra revdeficit in Orlando's history was durenue and was padding the checks
ing the construction of the Orlando
with a little extra to supplement the
· city's budget.
·
Arena, now the TD Waterhouse
Centre, in 1987. Even that only put
Approximately $2.8 million.
the city in the red by $10 million.
The supplemental funds for the
ADAM SHIVER
So what put Orlando in such a
city suddenly were no longer considSTAFF WRITER
pitiful position financially? Hood
ered a supplement, but was earmarked in the city's budget over the
• claims it was a downturn in tourism
My reaction when I heard that
and an increase in over-time pay for years.
Mayor Glenda Hood was leaving
polire and fire personnel after Sept.
When two years agu, the OUC
Orlando rivaled the relebration by
11.
was unable to fork over the extra $3
the muncbkins in ''The Wizard of
But while she was busy ignormillion bemuse of a floundering
Oz" upon the disoovery of the
ing the city's.growing deficit, she
economY\ tge city's budget also
wicked witch's demise.
was frantically forging a plan to
plummet.ed $3 million into debt.
"Ding-dong, the witch is dead,
The mayor says that the city's
enlist citizens and law enforcement
'the witch~ dead, the witch is dead
to polire the homeless and harass
reserves will cover the shortfall, but
Dingdongthe wicked witch is dead
them off her city's streets.
the funny thing is, they are unsure
"
She was also busy campaign- .
how much of it the reserves can
Well, she may not be dead, or
_cover. In fact they are unrertain of
ing against a gay-rlgb.ts ordinanre,.
dying, but she is rert.ainly leaving,
vvbich thankfully passed in
how much they even have in the
and that in itself is cause for relebra- Derember and will provide muchcity's virtual piggy-bank.
tion.
needed protection for Orlando's gay
While I loath the fact that she is
But it seems Glenda is guingto
community.
leaving the city in a deficit, I am gtad
make sure she bas left Orlando in
And let us not forget Hood's
to see Hood go. I would rather have
worse shape than a farm-~ouse hit
royal goof ·_ selling the city's closed seen a house dropped on the old
by a tornado.
Navy base to developers for next to
witch.
Hood is leaving in late February nothing.
It's a shame for an incoming
to beoo:rp.e Florida's Secretary of
Another perfect example of
candidate to be left with such aburState under Gov. Jeb Bush. And she
Hood's habit of poor planning is that den. A long, bard, budget-strapped
is leaving us with a little som~thing
she allowed the city to rely on the
road lies ahead for whoever wins
to remember her by.
next month's election.
gBnerosity of the Orlando Utilities
That little something is actually Commission to balanre the city
huge; an $11.9-million deficit. It
books for years.
_
Columnist Adam Shiver can be
seems while Hood was wishing on a
reached at adam@ucffuture.com
It seems that OUC over the last
rainbow for a city without homeless
several years bas been playing the
"
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What's polish got to do with leadership?
·Where on Earth do I begin regarding
the two articles relating to student government in· this week's issue? I was laughing out
loud after reading "Greeks maintain upper
hand in student politics," by Joel Addington
and "Inflammatory email stuns student government" by Ben Baird both published Jan. 27.
Was I shocked by what the articles said?
Definitely not. One senator accusing another
of being a racist? Maybe he is. maybe he isn't.
Is the e-mail appropriate? Probably not. but
I'll with hold judgment on that situation, sinc.e
I don't have all of the facts. What Ido know 1s
that Mr. Gould has been in Senate so long trying to stir up controversy, all the while trying
to maintain that Senate needs to work
together and unite.
Picking apart the actions of another
'senator, who is also a student. is hardly a w_ay
to unite anyone. It's very clear that a number
of students already find Sen. Van Voorhees'
actions to be inappropriate. In case someone
doesn't, Sen. Gould is there to drive the point
home for them. While I do not agree with
what Sen. Van Voorhees did, I find it odd, but
not entirely unexpected, for Sen. Gould to be
the one to bring it to the attention of the
Senate.

On another SGA note, Ifound the statement that Greeks are more polished and
trained than non-Greeks to be hysterical. It
was a Greek that I watched sit on his cell
phone during one Senate meeting. just to give
one very smal.1 example. All in all. I find it
laughable 'to say that as a whole Greeks are
more polished and trained - whatever that
means - ·than non-Greeks. The most respectful and hard working people in Senate, during
my terms, were predominately non-Greeks
who were there to represent the clubs and
organizations assigned to them. as well as the
entire student body.
They weren't there to push for Greek
Park II or to infiltrate the budget process, so
that $32.000 goes toward .funding the Greek
Council. I've known absolutely wonderful lead~
ers who were Greek and who were non-Greek.
It really doesn't boil down to what social
organization you choose to belong - a.k.a
who you choose to par:tY ".Vith .. Leadership is
found in both people with 1dent1Cal Greek-lettered shirts and in those not wearing identical
fraternity and sorority shirts. The only quality
Isee in Greeks that is unique to that group of
students is arrogance.
-REBECCA (IJNNIN6HAM
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• Great prices-on cigarefte cartons & Humidor qigafs"' .
• Coldestdomestic and imported beer ' -·
• Large variety of domestic &·imported wine .
• We specialize on fresh cold-cut Boar's Head meat
& cheese subs, sandwiches, salads, soups and chili

------------------,

FREE
:FOUNTAIN DRINK:

FREE

COKE

'

2LT

' or COFFEE 20 oz.

WITH CAR WASH

WITH 8 GALLON
TECHRON PREMIUM'. GAS
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\,

Coupon Good at McCulloch Chevron
1- 1
One coupon per visit. Expires 2/28/03 ,, /
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FOUNTAIN DRINK 20 oz.
: & SMALL BAG of CHIPS

WITH ANY 12" SUB COMBO

---------------------

FREE

I

SUB 6"

Coupon Good at McCulloch Chevron
One coupon per visit. Expires 2128/03

Coupon Good at McCulloch Chevron
O.ne coupon per visit. Expires 2/28/03
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WITH ANY SIZE
SUB or SANDWICH

Coupon Good at McCulloch Chevron
One coupon per visit. Expires 2/28/03
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- Hunting .for .4 in a row
said. · "But we lost a lot of key
people, so we're not going to be
quite as strong. Winningby-100
The UCF women's track points - that's :not going to hapand field team enters the 2003 . pen. We'll be sweating it out a
season seeking its fourth little bit more. But I have confi- straight Atlantic Sun champi- d~nce we'll rise to the occasion."
onship.
A good mix of talented·
The squad quite literally
underclassmen and senior ran away with last season's
_leaders gives the team an ~xcel title, but the losses o~ Jamie
lent chance of defending its Pew, GeAna Rivera and Valeri~
title, though Coach Marcia · Beaubrun to graduation and
ManslR'-Wentworth expects a LaTrica Firby to medical conmore challenging season than cerns 1eave Mansur-Wentworth
concerned about this ·year's
last year's.
"We have a great team, depth.
ADAM ROSCHE I CFF
and we're expecting another
Freshman Astrid Claessens was part of UCF's 4x800 meter relay that finished third great year," Mansur-Wentworth
PLEASE SEE Giles oN 15
at UF's collegiate indoor meet.
·
JON SCROGGINS
STAFF WRITER

-.

ADAM SHIVER I CFF

Junior Dexter Lyons has averaged 14.3 points a game
in conference play.

Face-off
.of division
.leaders

s~arch

.
~t!Stwins
·
·of season ·

South-leading UCF
hosts North-leading
Belmont Bruins

UCFfaces offagainst Morris
.\.

Brown, Bethu1W-Cobkman

- KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

- MATT B~THON

Last week the UCF men's basket-

STAFF WRITER

ball team earned road wins against

fter dropping its first two games of the season, the UCF softball team looks to rebound
this weekend with games against Morris
Brown and Bethune-Cookman at the UCF
Softball Complex.
The Knights dropped two tough games
Saturday against the University of Florida, losing
both games by a combmed two runs. They lost the
first game 6-5 in extra timings and were blanked 10 in the second. Despite the 0-2 start, Coach Renee
Luers-Gillispie remained upbeat. ~
"Knowing that we could stay with Florida
through these games, I think the gu.1s are definitely
looking·forward to ne4! week," she said.
The Knights had success last year againsfbotli
Bethune-Cookman and Morris Brown: They took
two of thi-ee from the Wtldcats in 2002. The one
loss came in the Knights' first game in their
inaugural season, implanting the Wildcats
ill the UCF history books,
"Bethune-Cookman will be tough,
they're just a very scrappy team,"
Luers-Gillispie s'aid. "They've got a
· lot of speed."
'
The Wildcats play-a much
different style Qf softball . than
the Knights saw against the
.
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UCF ON 13
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Jacksonville State and preseason
Atlantic Sun Conference favorite Georgia
State. This week the Golden Knights come
home to face A-Sun North Division leading
Behµont tonight at the UCF Arena and the 711 Samford Bulldogs on Saturday. Both
games begin at 7:30 p.m.
The Bruins are 9-9 on the season and~42 in the A-Sun. Belmont averages 71.9 points
a game on offense, compared to UCF's 69.8.
But the Bruins' defense gives up nearly that
many at 71.1 points, and the Knights' defense
leadS the A-Sun allowing just 64.6 points a
game.
Junior Adam Mark is third in the conference with his 16.9 points a game average,
and leads the league in field gual percentage
(65.8). Adam Sonn is the A-Sun player averaging a double-double as the senior scores
. about 15 points and grabs about 12 rebounds
a night.
Senior guard Ray Abellard leads the
. :K!rlgbts offensiVely; but has been streaky this
season. He's coming off two 20-plus point
performances and averages 16.5 pofuts a
game for the season. Dotson is next for the
Knights averaging 13.6 points and he leads
UCF on the boards with 6.2 a game. Junior
oollege transfer Dexter Lyons has come on
strong since the conference schedule beg'3.n.
He's scoring about 10 points a game for tb,e
. season, but that figure jumps to 14.3 for ASun games. · The Knights head into the game tied
with Troy State for the top spot in the A-Sun
South Division with both teams 6-1 in the
PLEASE SEE

Knights ON 14 ·
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Pitcher Taylor Sawyer pitched 10 innings in Saturday's losses to Florrda,giving up only two hits and one earned run.

UCF mercy-killed Morris Brown last s~on
FROM PAGE

12

Gators.
"Florida didn't bunt a lot on
us, Bethune-Cookman will do a
lot of bunting and slapping,"
Luers-Gillispie said. "We're
gonna really have to work on
our bunt defense."
The Knights dominated

ADAM ROSCHE I CFF

Junior Julie Pecasting earned UCF's only point in the Knights' 6-1 loss to No. 50 Florida State.
UCF gets another chance at a ranked opponent Sunday when it hosts No. 42 Florida
International.

· Morris Brown last year, winning
both games against them by" a ·
combined 20 -runs. Each game
took just five innings, as the
Knights beat them by the 10-run
mercy-kill rule. The Lady
Wolverines finished 2002 with a
12-23 record.
The Knights play each team
twice this weekend. Saturday

they host Bethune-Cookman' at
noon and Morris Brown at 2
p.m. On Sunday, the Knights will
take on Morris Brown at noon
and Bethune-Cookman at 2 p.m.
The Knights should get back on
the right track this weekend.
"I think we'll have an
opportunity fo get a few wins,"
Luers-Gillispie said.
..
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Knights get th_e
chance to extend
winning streak·

ADAM SHIVER I CFF

Senior Ray Abellard's clutch shooting last week earned him a share of the A-Sun Player of the
Week honor. He averaged 22.5 points in UCF's two wins, shooting 56 percent from the field.
·.
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UCF goes on the road to play Belmont on Thursday and Samford on Saturday.

Knights hit .stretch of
Northern opponents
State with 69.9 pofuts per game. will likely prove a difficult task,
They have four players averag- the Golden Knights will get a liting double-digits in scoring but . tie relief Saturday afternoon
After having finally gotten their leading scorer, sophomore when they conclude their twoback to .l)OO and in a t hree-way guard Erica Davenport, hasn't game road trip at Samford.
tie with Troy State aml Florida played since injuring her knee Unlike the Bruins, the Bulldogs
Atlantic for the South Division against Georgia State. on Jan. 9. (4-11, 0-4) are the worst scoring
lead in the Atlantic Sun, fhe UCF Without her 13.0 points per team in the conference. They
wmnen's· basketball team (8-8 game, the Bruins have struggled · score a paltry 53.3 points per
game, and do not possess a sinoverall, 4-1 A-Sun) will finally get to a 2-3 record,
- Still, · they have guards gle double-digit scorer. Junior
a chance to play-teams from the
North Division in the next few Hollie Davis (12.1 pojnts per forward Giovanni Price is closest
weeks.
game) and Natalie Brown (10.7) with a 9.9 scoring.average.
Though the Golden Knights as well as center Chasity
They also don't rebound
got through their five game Campbell (11.7) to provide some very well, cleaning the glass at
swing through the South Division scoring punch. Forward Brandi just a 33.5 pace. Senior forward
with a healthy 4-1 mark, they Miller can also put the ball in the Noot Pittman leads the team
might find things tougher in the · hoop, averaging 9.8 points per · with 5. 7 a -game, followed by
North. The South Division only game to go along with her team- Price at 5.2. Overall, this team
has one team other than UCF leading 8.9 rebounds per game. . does very little well, making this
with more than six wil;ts (Troy That rebounding total ranks a game UCF should win.
The Golden Knights have
State) and none with more than third in the A-Sun. nine. The North Divisfon has four
They also lead the A-Sun in made some strides of late,
teams with seven victories or. steals by a healthy margin, aver- rebounding.from a poor start to
more and two teams with double- aging 13. 7 per game. Again the season. But they've done so
digits in the win category.
Davenport paces them with 43, against mostly mediocre · teams
Tonight the Golden Knights but six more Bruins have at least within their own medi9cre divibegin their march through the. 19. That doesn't bode well for the sion. The North Division will
North in' Nashville to take on Golden Knights~ who turn the present a much greater chalBelmont, one of those double- ball over more than 20 times per lenge for UCF in the coming
digit win teams at 11-5, 2-3.
game. It will likely take a strong weeks, and go a long way in
The Bruins are one of the showing from UCF to plill out a proving whether they'll ·be a
highest scoring teams in tlie A- key road victory.
legitimate threat in the A-Sun
But while beating Belmont Tournament.
Sun, second only to Jacksonville

,

Carolina taking on Campbell. The
Camels are just 4-13 on the year
conferenee. While Belmont will and have only one conference win,
challenge the Knights, the Trojans · a two-point decision over Gardnershould have an easier time going Webb.
against . 2-16 Gardner-Webb. UCF
If the Golden Knights can get
needs to beat the Bruins to main- through, . these two gmn~s
tain the tie for first.
unscathed they will be primed to
On Saturday the Bulldogs extend their conference-leading
come to town sporting a 34 record . four game win streak to 10. After
in the A-Sun. Samford is coming off this week, their next four oppoan 18-point loss to Troy State on nents have a combined 8-21 conSunday. The Bulldogs are one of ference record. The only team durth.fee A-Sun teams to beat ing that stretch without a sub-.500
Jacksonville State though. While A-Sun record is Jacksonville, and
the Knights are playing at home, the Knights blew out the Dolphins
- Troy State will be in North . Jan. 23, 72-48.
FROM PAGE
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CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

sundav - Jailuarv.26th
Jai-Alai begins Noon
(Doors Open 11:00am>
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Where UCF Students Want to be...
Fully-fUrnished, spacious 3 and 4 bedroom ·
apartment homes with individual l~ase protection
Amenities
•FREE ETHERNET
• Cable, electric allowance,
water & sewer ALL included
• Computer lab
• Fitness center·
• .Sand volleyball court

• 2 sparkling pools
with tiki bar
·• Beautiful lakeside
setting
• Full size washer/dryer
• Free roommate
matching service

Located on McCuHoch Rood
iust ·outside th.e ·UCF N·orth Gotel
For More Info Call: · ·

366-7474
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ADAM RosCHB I CFF

Senior Sonja Shedden has qualified nationally in the 10,000 meters and 5,000
meters races in her career.
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One runner MansurWentworth is not concerned
with is senior Sonja Shedden.
Shedden qualified nationally
in the 10,000 meters in 2001
and in the 5,000 meters last
season. She's racked up four
conference titles, 10 all-con~
ference honors, four UCF
· records and was· an academic
All-American last season.
The team's captain, senior Kelly Roloff, also figures to
have another outstanding season. She scored 4, 735 points
in the heptathlon last season,
and assistant coach Chad
Halverson :is expecting her to
qualify nationally in the event
this year.
"She's a phenomenal athlete. She's one of the hardest
working and most durable athletes I've ever been around.
She'll be in a ton of events, and
she'll be competitive in all of
them," Halverson said. ·
The team's other seniors
are high jumper Jamie Perez,
thrower Elese Wilcox and
Erica Garcia, who holds four
UCF records and earned all. conference recognition in the
100 meter dash in 2002.
The sophomore class will

have to make a big contribution to the title defense.
Conference champion 100meter hurdler Diana Chin,
conference champion shot
putter Tiffany Roebuck, and
conference champion high
jumper Ann Larson are
expected to be the most valuable contributors.
Sophomore Amy Giles
had a great showing recently
in the season debut at
of
Florida's
University
Collegiate Indoor meet. The
team of sophomore Valery
Martjnez, freshmen Andrea
Morrow and Astrid Claessens
and Giles finished third in the
4 x 800 meter relay and Giles
finished third in the individual
mile event.
Giles' individual performance surprised her coach a bit.
"I wasn't sure how fast
she was running during the
race·- I realized she was running well and competing hard,
but I wasn't sure· about her
speed. I realized with about
400 meters left how fast her
time was going to be,"
Mansur-Wentworth said.
The Knights' next test is
Friday in Baton Rouge, LA,
where they will compete in the
Bengal Bayou Classic.
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Highlights of the
cultural calendar

Bre

•

LINNEA BROWN
STAFF WRITER

Thursday, Jan. 30
Open-mic Night

.

Underground Bluz. located at 12261 University
Blvd.. hosts open-mk nights on Wednesdays and
Thursdays hosted by Brian "B-boy" Markey. This
event is for people ages 21 and up and starts at 10
p.m. All styles of music are v.elcome and there is no
cover. (a\\ 407-482-4141.

Deaf students motivated to overcome
daily obstacles, be treated equally
KRISTIN ffAVIS .
STAFF WRITER

Friday, Jan. 31
Boatball

Boatball is a contact water sport played in
kayaks that combines the elements of water polo
ana football. It is played on Lake Concord behind
Riverquest Kayaks ·from 6 p.m.- 8 p.m. every
Tuesday and Friday. There is no cost and anyone
can play or watch. Riverquest Kayaks is located at
4099 S. U.S. Highway 1792. one mile north of 436
in Casselberry: call 407-834-4040.

Saturday, ·Feb. 1
Monster Truck Rally

The US. Hotrod of Motorsports, an ooit that has
sold out almost f!11ffY %If. returns to the Gtrus Bowl.
The lin~p boasts four-wheeling quad wars and 3¢snapping pro-stadium trucks such as GJCM.'digger,
Maximum Destruction. Pure Adrenalin. High Roller.
Gunslinger and Ragin' Steel. The city of Orlando and
LYNX will provide free shuttle seivke from downtrNln....
Orlando to the Gtrus Bowl, located at 1610 WChurdi
St The sholi starts at 7:30 p.m. lickets are $12 in
advance. $15 day of show; call 407-849-2014 or visit
www.ushra.com.

Sunday, Feb. 2
Aimee Mann, Duncan Sheik

Lyricist Aimee Mann is bringing her brand of
melodic rock to the Orlando House of81ue5. Mann
has gained praise and success in recent %!rs for her
work on the Magnolia soundtrack. Duncan Sheik.
singer of the hit "Barely Breathing," will precede
Mann's perfonnance. The show begins at 7:30 p.m.
and general admission tickets start at $15; rail the
House of Blues box office at 407-934-2583.

Monday, Feb. 3
Friendship Workshop at UCF
Sponsored by the counseling and testing center.

graduate interns Gndy Fabico and Maryline Kruger
yvill present a workshop called "Friendship: getting the
friends you want keeping the friends you have."
Fabico and Kruger will address the "h<m-to's of
friendship, discuss the three types' of friends and fOOJs
on defining friendship. The workshop is free and will
~ held at 7 p.m. in the Student Union, Key West
Room 21BC;-call Andrew Blair. 407-823-2811.

Tuesday, Feb. 4
Bingo Night

Bingo night takes place f!l'ffY Tuesday at 01*E)l'd
Jadis. located at 15 N. Orange Ave. This Mlt indJdes
$8 IIDets of Miller High Life and com~imetitary ~
dogs and drughnuts. Prizes range from rubOO' chtdi\
ens and sex toys to Orlando Magic tickets and cash.
Ptimission is free and includes one free bingo card; after
that. the ((Yj( is $1 per card. Bingo starts at 10 p.m. and
is k>r people 21 and up; call 40r648-2050.

Wednesday, Feb. 5
"This Ain't Your Grandfather's Game Show!"

Female Impersonator. Miss. Sammie. hosts the
fabulous "flame and Fortune" trivia show at 10 p.m.
in le Oub Disco at the Parliament House. located at
410 N. Orange Blossom Trail. Anyone can enter and
contestants' tasks include answeriQg quiz show trivia
and performing physical challenges. such as the "Ana
Nicole Mrs. Smith's Pie Eating Contest" or going on
a scavenger hunt for audience members' dothing. ·
Cover charge is $5; rall 407-425-7571.

Thursday, Feb. 6 ·
"Nora"

Theatre UCF will be premiering "Nora," a
modern version of "A Doll's House," by Henrik
Ibsen. Apowerful dr~ma about a woman's role
as doll-wife. Nora transitions through blackmail
and forgery. Critically acclaimed as a forerunner of modern feminism. "Nora" will be playing
at 7:30 p.m. until Feb. 16. Tickets are $6 for
students with a UCF ID. $10 for all others: call
the UCF ticket center at 407-823-1500.

Sophomore Valerie Wilson, 20, is
just like most college students. She
has a crush on Vm Diesel, thinks
Adam Sandler is one of the funniest
men on earth and hopes to some day
be a novelist. But there's something
different about Wilson no one would
ever be able to detect simply by looking at her. Wll.son was born without
the _ability to hear.
Wll.son's disability has caused
most students to treat her as an outsider.
"It's hard for ·me to meet people
who don't freak out when they find
out I'm partially deaf," Wll.son said.
She said she often feels as if people intentionally leave-her out of conversations beeause they are not sure
how to treat her, even though she
wants nothing more than to be treated like everyone else.
"I feel like the whole world
avoids me and I have to make the
effort to approach them," she said.
Even when she does approach
other students, she has found their
reactions to be less than welcoming.
"'When people find out I'm deaf,
their behavior changes," she said.
"They probably won't come up to me
and try to talk to me again. Instead
they just give me a giass smile from
far away."
Wll.son attributes her strength of
character and determination to her
will to overcome the battle of being
deaf.
Her day usually begins around
10:30 a.m., when she wakes up to get
ready for· school. After her classes
end at about 5:15 p.~., she usually
-runs errands, heads home to do
homework or reads.
.
She also spends a lot of her time
studying so she can maintain her 3.0
GPA. She admitted to .being a · television junkie and addicted to reality television shows, such as "The Real

World" and "Survivor."
On the weekends, she enjoys
going to the movies when they have
special films · with captions that run
across the bottom of the screen.
However, these movies are rarely
played, so she isn't able to watch
movies as much she would like to,
she said. But when she cannot see a
movie, reading, another one of her
favorite past times, is sufficient for
her.
Wllson has mastered the ability
to read lips and communicates with
her parents this way; since her parents do not speak sign language and
they talk to her as they would to any
other child. However, she often relies
on E-mail and Instant Messaging to
keep in contact with friends.
Wilson can also listen to .JDUsic
with the assistance of her hearing aid
and said she even enjoys singing
along. She can even have a conversation over the phone, although this is
not something she does frequently.
"I usually don't talk to my friends
over the phone, only to family members because I'm familiar with their
phone voice," she said. "The type of
phone I have has high volume so
when I talk to my family I don't use
my hearing aid."
Despite her hearing problem,
Wilson is very self sufficient. .She
drives herself to school like any other
normal college student and relies on
her vision to look for police or ambulances coming in her direction, since
she doesn't have any special devices
in her car to assist her with outside
noises.
Nevertheless, as a result of her
hearing loss, she still has clifficulty
pronouncing some words, such as
separate and ornaments. .
Wllson said she doesn't date,
however, she attributes this mostly to
her tendency to be selective and not
simply because she is deaf. She may

as

PLEASE SEE

Deborah Kamm, coordinator for Student
Disability Services, signs to Mike Dvoravic as they
eat lunch in the Student Union (above).
Sophomore Valerie Wilson feels many people
avoid talking to her because she is deaf (below).
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Translators ON 19

American Sign Language a possible foreign language
c H RI sTINE DELLERT

director of the foreign ~anguage department to
set guidelines for foreign language requir~
ments to fulfill graduation standards. ·
Recognized in the United· States by the
UCF's Faculty Senate voted against the
early 19th cen~ American Sign Language is first proposal requesting that ASL qualify as
not as old as its ·predecessors - English, • foreign language fulfillment for university gradSpanish, French or German - yet it is now uation in October 1987. The issue was revisited
gaining an equal amount of use and familiarity · earlier this month and turned·over for review by
in this country
a subcommittee.
AB ASL becomes the third ·most popular
"This question of ASL is brought.up every
language in America, educational institutions several years," said Faculty Senate President
debate whether or not it is considered a true Mike Mullens. "However, American Sign
foreign language and whether it should meet Language is not in the spirit of what the faculty
the graduation requireme~ts in foreign Ian- considers being a foreign language."
guage. studies at both high schools and colleges.
Like UCF, the University of Tampa and
In 19_91, the Florida Legislature declared Florida Southern College do not include ASL in
that two years of high school ASL instructj.Qn the foreign language department. However, the
could fulfill the required two years of foreign University of Florida, University of South
language for graduation. Within each state uni- Florida and Florida State University recognize
versity; it is the job of the Faculty Senate and ASL instruction for foreign-language credits.
STAFF WRITER

UCF's mission is ·different from that of
other schools, foreign languages associate professor Karl-Heinrich Barsch argues. "The university, places an international· focus on programs and curriculum," he said. 'l\SL teaches
about a different subculture in our country, it
does not take us out of the [American] world."
Learning Disabilities Coordinator and ASL
interpreter Deborah Kamm claims that in many
other university institutions ASL does meet all
the criteria for a cultural linguistic study. "Deaf
culture is .thought of more as a disability,_not' a
separate culture........,. but it is,'' she said.
Dennis· Buck, deaf adjunct instructor for
communication disorders, does not understand
why ASL is not considered a foreign language.
With 28 million deaf Americans, students will
benefit from learning their language and
PLEASE
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.E~win Hubble
· astronomer

J.W. fulbright
·~ "senator, cr~ator ot the
FUibright 5cholarsb1ps

INCENSE • CANDLES
STICKERS • INDIAN TAPESTRIES

AND MUCH, MUCH MOREi

Robert Penn Warren
poet and 'critic

.

HOURS:

, TUES - SAT 10-6 .

5814 MAKOMA DRIVE
ORLANDO

Bill Clinton
former U.S. president

(off Oak Ridge Rd)

407.850.5911
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ADAM RoscHE I CFF

Tyler Fisher earned the prestigious Rhodes Scholar award and will soon spend two years studying at Oxford.

,'Rhodes' to scholarship
looking for well-rounded individuals, and while that means a
good GP , the concept of wellUCF's first Rhodes scholar, roundedness is a student
graduate student Tyler Fisher, involved in extracurricular
has recently been accepted to activities, one who gives back to
study European Literature for the community in terms of voltwo years at Engiand's Oxford unteer service and active in
University.
regard to their discipline
"I'm fairly intimidated through research."
right now;" Fisher said. "I am
In addition to a high GPA
looking forward to having a few and academic success, Jiiany
years of focus on my disci- Rhodes winners demonstrate
pline."
sustained involvement in a posi_ The arduous process of tion of service and leadership,
intense interviews, rigorous have studied abroad, and/or
requirements, stiff competitiOn merited success for accomand even cocktail parties are plishments in multiple areas of
only a few of the tasks prospec- interest.
"I think studying abroad
tive Rhodes Scholars must
overcome to obtain one of the allows you to look at yourself
32 highly coveted scholarships objectively as an American citinationwide.
·
zen," Fisher said. "When you
"I think it was important are abroad, people often times
that Dr. Jayashree Shivamoggi are looking at you to be repre[Fisher'.s adviser and former sentative of Americans so that
director for honors student really calls into question who
development] didn't encourage you are."
Along the path to prepare
us to d,o things only for the motivation of one day putting it on for a Rhodes scholarship, stuour Rhodes application,'-' Fisher dents are recommended to
become well-acquainted with
said.
Fisher said Shivamoggi's their professors. Whether it is
advice to students is to stay for a recommendation or a menmotivated and work hard, then tor to help with research that
apply for the Rhodes . during will later go on a resuine, pro· fessors are a key component to
their senior year.
"If students set it as a goal a student's success.
Barry Mauer, from the UCF
early and concentrate on the
process, the means as opposed En'.giish department, acted as
to the end, they can be su~cess Fisher's mentor and worked
ful even if they don't get it,'' with him on a research project
Fisher said. "It «'.lan be a real for two semesters. Students
may be afraid to ask about
growing process."
Students should start ·workillgwith their professor on
preparing their freshman year, a research project, but professophomore at their latest, for sors are _generally really flatthe prestigious scholarships, tered when students approach
/
Alvin Wang,· associate dean of them, Mauer said.
Before students can even
the Burnett Honors College,
begin the application process
said. .
"The very first thing stu- . for the Rhodes, they must first
dent should do is make sure be nominated by their universithat they are taking the right ty. The Burnett Honor~ College
cour-s es -for their major, so . at UCF is the campus represenalways meet with advisers," he tativ~ for all p~estigious scholsaid. "If they wait to their junior arships, including the Rhodes,
or senior year, it's probably too Marshall, Truman and several
others.
late."
"We have aii office for stuThe Rhodes committee
looks for various qualities the dent scholarships and fellowapplicants possess, which ships," Wang said. "So we
should reflect the four criteria advise all students, whether
left in the will of Cecile Rhodes, . they are honors or non-honors,
to come in. we· represent the
~
the scholarship's creator.
''A high GPA, even a 4.0 1 entire campus. We don't do anywould not be sufficient," Wang thing special in regard to honsaid. "'Many foq.ndations are ors students."
CRYSTAL ESPINOSA
STAFF WRITER

a

Honors students are more
likely to visit the honors Web
page and see the link for prestigious scholarships even though _
the link is accessible to every·
one, Wang said.
"If students are interested,
we point them in the right direc- tion and work with everyone
who.has the credentials to pursue a prestigious scholarship,"
he said.
.
After much preparation
and help from faculty and staff,
the selection process for the
Rhodes begins.
"In the interviews, you
have to project yourself ... you
can't be self 4eprecating,"
Fisher s?ld. "What was really
helpful were mock interviews. I
had three of them on campus
with professors and the mock
interviews were actually far
more difficult than the actual
Rhodes interviews were."
Fisher spent his spare time
reading
the
British
Broadcasting Company (BBC)
news page and catching up on
international news since the
interview process required a
student to take a stance on
world issues, defend them in
· response ·to a judge's opposition, identify world leaders and
answer questions about the current national debt.
"What made us stand out
was that we were able to talk
· about things we were currently
working on and plans for the
near future," Fisher said. "We
weren't just resting on our laurels and talking about our past
·accomplishments. I think the
judges were very interested in
seeing that we were still active;
we weren't just saying here's
my resume, give me the award.
We were obviously not pursuing
the Rhodes as an end in itself."
The rigorous process to
attaining a Rhodes scholarship
_challenges students to define
who they are early in their collegiate years, and w~ether they
receive the scholarship or not,
walk away with a sense of pride
for their accomplishments. ·
"It's the fact that I was getting to-kno.w myself better and
able to define myself and my
goals," Fisher said. "I was
becoming a stronger student
through the process rather than
just making it about whether I
won or lost in the end."
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Huizenga

graduates
neyer l~ok
us1ness 1n
at b_
the same w·ay
again.
At the H. Wayne Huizenga School of Business and
Entrepreneurship, you will never look at your day the same
way again either. Develop unique business perspectives ...
Acquire the skills to succeed in today's rapidly changing
. environment...And propel yourself towards an advanced
degree with our one-year MBA Day program.
You'll be taught by accomplished, doctorate-level faculty
with curre~t, re.al-world busines_s expertise. Take classes in
as few as two days a week and earn your degree in just
12months.
Internships offered for academic credit. Programs in Ft. Lauderdale
with April and October start dates.
Part-time weekend programs for Bachelor's and MBA's also available at
locations throughout Florida.
Call 1-800-672-7223, ext. 5168 or visit us
at www.petersons.com/huizenga

H. Wayne
Huizenga School

•

of Business and Entrepreneurship

.SUNOVA
N

SOUTHEASTERN
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Rockin,' rowdy crowd creates
a horribly great picture show
THE ROAD lESS TRAVEi.ED

LINNEA BROWN
STAFF WRITER

"Now remember, this show
is probably guing to be the weirdest thing you've ever seen," my
friend Kevin cautioned, swinging
open the heavy theater doors and
warning nie and our four French
exch~ student friends that we
were about to witness a bizarre
phenomenon.
Yeah, yeah, yeah. Why was
he telling me this? I love unusual .
things; I thrive on the absurd.
Naively enough, I also thought I'd
seen it all. However, no amount of
priming could have prepared me
for the impending wacky performance that I witnessed Friday
night.
At little after midnight, my
five friends and I bustled info the
CityWalk Theater for the Rich
Weirdoes' new, monthly midnight
showing of "The Rocky Horror
Picture Show.r Since the movie
had already started, we frantically plopped down in the first seats
we could find in the fourth row,
~aware we had just made a
huge mistake.
·
We immediately became targets for the dozen8 of sqillrt-gunpac]{ing, obscenity-yelling party
guests behind u~. Glancing
around the theater, I realized that
everyone else knew how to keep
dry by covering their heads with
newspapers, mimicking Susan
Sarandon's sopping character
onscreen ... and on stage.
Yep - on stage. Actors costumed identically to the Addams
Family-ish movie characters,
were acting out the screenplay
on a platform in front of the
stage, occasionally climbing
through the crowd for effect.
Did I mention that they
sang?

"Oh, yeah, I forgot to tell you
... it's a musical," Kevill chuckled,
as the movie characters burst
into song and the audience members hopped to their feet.
The entire audience many of whom were dressed in
Rocky-themed costumes wit}\
long-haired~ and eorset t6ps
- proceeded to shamelessly s~
and line-dance to the infamous
''Time Warp" number - a quirky,
peMs-thrustfug pre-Macarena.
I brazenly joined in as our

French friends stood and stared.
They were obviously completely
·disturbed by the scene.
After the musical number, I
realized that the foul-mouthed
guests behind us were just getting warmed up.
"Spell urinate, Brad," a costumed fan behind me loudly
ordered the on-screen leading

man.
· ''You, are, uh..." Brad mumbled, as if responding. "Close
enough," the fan howled.
Oh...Finally, I understood
the shouting concept. As crazy
as it was, the audience's continuous stream of unadulterated,
naughty shouting actually
seemed to be a parallel script of
dialogue directed at the characters onscreen.
. This made me ponder a new
question. Where on earth did
these people learn all th~se lines?
Had they spent their whole lives
memorizing this stuff?
I briefly wondered if these
were the types of people who
always blurt out the ending of a
movie that they've already seen.
"Look, he's sitting on a giant
penis," Kevin crowed, drawing
my attention back to the screen,
where star transvestite Frank-NFurter ·was, indeed, straddling a
gigantic, .penis-shaped weight
bench. Dozens of other subliminal penises prevailed throughout
the rest of the sex-charged film
as well, which provided for a fun
game of "spot the penis," for the
rest of the movie.
I must admit that without
Rocky veteran Kevin along, I
woµldn't have understood a
thing. In fact, by the end of the
film, my senses were so overwhelmed that I just felt very.~con
fused

So I went back the next
night. This time, I dragged my
friend Doug along. Neither of us
knew any of the audience participation lines or brought anything
to throw, but we still had a blast. I
began to realize why peoJ?le
become hard-core Rocky fans:
it's an opportunity to have fun, be
silly and celebrate everything
that society deems rude. ·
Determined to underst.and it
all, I sought out the cast and crew
after the show. Director Ofir Eyal
explailled that the show's oral
tradition started in 1975 when
the movie -which was originally intended to be a spoof of '50s
horror movies - gradually morphed into .people yelling specific
lines, dancing and throwing
things.
"It's just like Mystery
Science Theater 3000, only it's
the same movie over and over,"

~.

;"wk ~(ti? . .~

Eyal said. "It's become such a
tradition that on any given night,
there are hundreds of people all
around the world participating in
shows just like this one."
At midnight on show nights,
the cast calls all virgins - meaning, anyone who has never
attended a live Rocky Horror
show before - to the stage and
lightly embarrasses them before
the.show. ·
"This gets everyone fired up
and oriented to the fact that it's
OK to participate in the performance," Eyal said. ''Vrrgins aren't
supposed to knowwhat's guing .
on - that's part of the fun of it."
Eyal's cast, referred to as
the Rich Weirdoes, also sells
homemade "prop bags" for $3
with a few of the throwing essentials: a newspaper, a party hat, a
latex glove, playing cards,
rice/birdseed, confetti and a
noisemaker.
Neither Eyal nor bis actors
earn any money for putting on
the production. Anyone is welcome to join the cast, and they .
typically ~e3rse at least once
prior to each monthly showing.
'We do this because we love the
show," Eyal said
Eyal gazed at me. ''You
know, fans can only last for so
long without joining the cast," he
said lightly. ''You would make a
perfect Magenta."
Grinning, I briefly imagined
myself moonlighting as Magenta,
the nipple-baring, purple-haired
groupie character. Then I imagined my parents coming to see
the performance - and promptly
disowning me.
If I ever accepted the offer, I
would definitely have to be a closet Rich Weirdo.·
A heavily tattooed female
actress played the role of leading
man Brad, but she did a great job
- unlike a couple of the other
performers. But hey, since they
don't get paid, I'm not complailling.
.
In the movie's closing monologue, the narrator asked, ''What
does this movie lack?"
"Meaning!" ·the members of
the audience happily shouted
back
I have to admit that my
friend Kevin was right all along;
the show was unlike anything I've
ever seen. In fact, I would recommend that everyone experience it
at least once. fu the famous
words of MTV's Diary: ''You think
you know...but you have no
idea."
The next showingwill be the
weekendofFeb.7. Fbrmore
information, visit
ww.Richweirdos.com.
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(ACROSS FROM WASHINGTON MUTUAL)

Lunch Sp e ci a ·I
$7. 9 S - Dine-in Only
(11 :00 am - 2:30 pm)

1hci Curry - Sauteed Chicken with Bamboo.shoots, sweet basil,
bell peppers in Thai Red Curry Sauce.

Salmon - Sauteed Salmon fish filet served with fresh mango salsa.

Slwimp Pad 1hci - Stir-fried rice noodles, shrimp, egg, tofu, bean
sprouts and ground peanuts.

Entrees come with choice of Wonton Soup, Small House Salad or Chi<kerr Spring Roll.
OPEN DAILY
11 l AM - 2:30PM
DINNER 5PM - 9:30PM
FRI & SAT. 5PM - l 0:30PM
LUNCH

WINE & BEER SERVED
TAKEOUT AVAILABLE

Valentines [Jay
Student Oiscountea
·Rose Sale
For

only

s3000

You will receive

2DOZEN
big blossoming, long stemmed,
magnificent, roses.
Various colors to choose-from.

Shipped from
all over the world.

0

ContadMichael
'The Rose Man" at

(407) 313-7236
or email

UCFROSEMAN@AOL.COM
for more info or to order.
Quantities are Umited:

.4fa •~ . .

The~faturf is looking for "itkated,
hard:.~orking

staff members.
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Availa~le

positions include:
•Editors .
• Ne~s &lifestyles
Wr1ters
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Translators assist deaf students during class
''FROM PAGE

a

16 .

also appear to ·be shy and withdrawn in her classes, but this is
merely ·a facade.
·As soaii as Mandy David,
WJJ.son's friend and interpreter,
walks into the classroom, Wilson
is all smiles and her face lights
up as they commuilleate excitedly through sign language.
David is one of the many
translators at UCF who attends
classes with ,various deaf students to translate their professor's lectures from spoken word
to sign l_anguage.
Translating for deaf students at UCF was a naturaj step
for David to take since her father
was deaf while she was growing
up.
David began learning sign
language at the age of one, but
she did not become fluent with it
until 11 years later.
She started by translating
-music in church and has been
translating for students at UCF
for a year and a half now.
"People tend to talk to the
interpreter instead of the deaf
person because they look at the
deaf community as though they
are handicapped when that's not
the case," she said.
Her father is currently
employed as a pastor at a Baptist
church where he does the entire
·service in sign language.
David .said her relationship
with WJJ.son, as well as many of
the other deaf students, goes
beyond playi_ng the rol~ of the
transl~tor.

"You build ' relationship
and a connection with the students," she said. "It's a totally
different world for them and it
makes them feel good to know
they have someone they can
communicate easily with, without the frustration of not being
understood."
Wilson iaid that ihterpreters like David have made her
feel more comfortable in class.
Debbie Kamm, coordinator
for Student Disability Services, is
in charge of arranging schedules
for translators to meet with students in their classes.
Kamm has worked closely
with the deaf community for 13
·years~ She fell in love with sign
language after taking it as a
class in college, she said.
There are approximately 30
students who require accommodations for their hearing loss at
UCF.
"UCF has a strong
American
Sign
Language
department;" Kamm said.
"Everyone in the program seems
to be really close."
In fact, UCF even has a pro. fessor who was born deaf.
Dennis Buck, 42, is a prime
example of spmeone who _has
overcome the stereotypes people
have briilt for the deaf.
"It is common for hearing
people to pity deaf people and
think 'poor thing they can't
.hear,"' Buck said. "They think
deaf people have limits and that
they can't do the same jobs those
of hearing can do."
Buck began attending St.

Sign language classes to·meet
foreign language requirements
FROM PAGE

16

respecting their culture, he said.
Barsch does not deny the
importance of learning ASL in
the United States, however he
does not see it as a substitute to
an international language. All
countries have their own different sign languages, he said.
ASL professor and interpreter Pam Rea believes that
instruction in ASL can be
applied outside of the
United States
in countries

such as Canada and Mexico.
Rea also argues that foreign languages such as Spanish
and French vary depending
upon what region of the world
they are spoken. "In French
there are different variations of
the language - Creole, Haitian
and European - just as there
are in sign languages," she said.
This month's renewed
debate of ASL does not question
its existence as a separate language, but its application in a
globalized world, said
Barsch.
Undergrad
The
Program
Curriculum
Committee will report back to
the·Faculty Senate after reviewing arguments of both_departments. ·
UCF currently offers four
ASL electives: SPA 4612, SPA
4613, SPA 4614C ·and SPA4617.

Rita School for the Deaf when he
"That's one advantage I
was 10 years old. Even the sports have over some hearing people,"
coaches there would use sign Dvoravic said. "They don't
· language to communicate with always have as much fun in class
the team players, he said.
as I do."
.
Buck has proven that he can
Wilson believes that everydo anything he sets his mind to. · one should tryto find the humor
He has a private pilot license, in life when things become very
has been tea_ching the hearing overwhelming.
for 13 years and has even written
''At least when .I don't want
his own book titled "Deaf to hear what someone is saying,
Peqdler."
it's a lot easier for me to fune
"There are deaf doctors, them out than it is for most peoattorneys, programmers, and pie," she said.
instructors," he said. "I feel that
Although she is partially
deaf people need to educate deaf, she has found her sense of
hearing people that they are fully sight has strengthened. She has
become extremely observant and
capable of doing anything."
Kamm arranged for the stu- can remember a person's
dents in the program to have appearance down to the most
lunch together this past week for . insignificant detail.
''After meeting a person for
the first time. Several interpreters were also present, as five minutes, I could tell you all of
well as a few students. Kamm their physical details," she said.
pl!fils on expanding these group "It just comes to me naturally."
Kamm hopes that other
gatherings to trips to movies and
other various places.
hearing students will eventually
Wilson was among those come to realize that deaf stuwho attended, as well as her dents aren't so different from
good friend, junior Michael themselves.
Dvoravic, 19.
.
"People shouldn't be afraid
·she first met Dvoravic two to become friends with them
years ago at a gathering for the because of something like a heardeaf community at the Orlando _ ingproblem," Kamm said.
Fashion Square mall. He is a
Despite Wilson acknowledgcomedian and a fun-loving guy, ing others' reactions toward her
she said.
disability, she tries not to take it
At lunch, he told a story to heart.
about how he was bored during
"There are some people who
class one day so he took a ruler doubt my abilities,. but I have
and attached it to a metal hear- made up my mind that I can do
ing device on his head. Since anything and overcome any
then, he has become notorious obstacle that comes my way," she
for making classes interesting said. "I won't let my hearing loss
with his comedic antics.
hold me back from living my life."
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:I :I
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What's NewS~
In Business and Fina;nce

State of the Union:
Economy in Flux

OOID)ITTIT@l~L

Shock Absorber
As the economy slowed in late 2002, the ·
housingsector gathered strength. Monthly
change in payrollemployment, and existing
home sales seasonallyadjusted at an
annual rate, both in thousands

Who Won the Ad Bowl?
· Vrewers, Experts Give
Points to Pepsi, Twist,
Bud. L.ight's 'Rasta'
.

Mixed economic news offered
- By SUZANNE VRANICA
little cheer as President Bush delivered a State of,the Union Add.ress
he Super Bowl's biggest
focused primarily on Iraq and the
winners
Sunday night. inweak economy.
cluded a commercial for
Housing remained 'the bright
Pepsi Twis_t starring rock
spot, with new-home sales unexsinger Ozzy Osbourne; a
pectedly surging in December to
Bud
Light spot featuring a
end the year at. a record level. But
- man wearing a ·dog on his head;
consumer confidence fell in Januand a vicious office worker who
ary, and durable-goods orders rose,
wreaks havoc in an ad for Reebok.
only-slightly in December.
In the Pepsi Twist ad, by OmniSales of new, single-family Sources: Bureau of Labor Statistics;
com's
BBDO Worldwide, Mr. OsNational Association of Realtors ·
homes jumped 3.5% in Decembe_r,
bourne's
offspring turn into Marie
the Commerce Department said,
and
Donny
Osmond. Luckily for
for an annual rate of 976,000, the
on the losing end of the recent rulhim, Mr. Osbourne is having a
highest level since the government
ing, is appealing, which will affect nightmare. But his bad dream con· began tracking sales in 1963. The
the timing of the entertainment intinues when he awakes to find his
report was much stronger than exdustry's next moves.
wife
has turned into Florence Henpected by ecqnomists, . who preThe industry initially is ex- .derson
from "The Brady Bunch."
pected to focus on so-called supedicted December sales would fall
"Pepsi
Twist's ad rocked,'' said
. 4.1%, according to a survey by Dow
rusers- the estimated 10% of users
Tanya Quinones, a 26-year-old reJones Newswires and CNBC.
who offer 90% of the files. But Vericeptionist attending a Super Bowl
Consumer confidence fell in Janzon was ordered to turn over the party in Brooklyn, N.Y. "I have
uary for the second straight month,
name and address of a subscriber
seen it three times and I am still
largely on worries about jobs and
who was sharing 600 music fileslaughing,"
said Alan Siegel, chief
income, a new survey showed. The
the equivalent of only about 60 CDs.
executive
of
Siegelgale Inc., a
Even
users
·who
only
download
inuConference Board said its conbrand
consulting
firm.
.sumer confidence index fell to 79
sic for themselves could potentially
Brewer Anheuser-Busch Cos., a
from 80.7 in December. "With the
be outed. BellSouth Corp.,: which
threat of war looming, consumers
like Verizon offers Internet service, · perennial favorite with Super Bowl
have grown increasingly cautious
says it has already turned over one viewers, scored with a spot, crafted
by Omnicom's DDB Worldwide,
about the short-term outlook," the
name. The company says it opposes
group'nesearch director said.
the Verizon ruling, b_ut will comply featuring a man who tries to sneak
- his dog into a bar. He sticks Rover
Separately, durable-goods orwith the final court decision.
ders rose slightly, though the gains
The recording industry is in- on his head, creating the appearance of Rastafarian-like dreadwere limited by weakness in decreasingly deploying electronic "rolocks.
"Cornball fun that will score
mand for autos. Orders for durable · bots" that monitor traffic on filegoods, items meant to last three . swapping networks. Since these
years or longer, climbed 0.2% in Denetworks are open to the public, the
cember. .
robots can within seconds see what
. For all of 2002, orders fell 0.2%, a
files you are sharing with others.
.big improvement over the 11:6%
The robots note your Internet Protodrop recorded for 2001. But for the
col, or IP address-the unique
economy to return to full throttle,
string of numbers that you are aseconomists say, there must be a sussigned each time you log on to the
tained turnaround in business inInternet.
vestment. .Businesses, worried
about a possible war with Iraq and
Blue Chips Support"
other uncertainties, have been in no
mood to go on a hiring spree or to in-- Affirmative Action
. vest in new plants and equipment.
Some four dozen blue-chip U.S.
companies, citing the benefits a diRecord Labels Go
verse work force provides in global
markets, are supporting the UniAfter Individuals
versity of Michigan in defending its
Aruling by a federal court raises
affirmative-action programs before
the stakes for anyone who goes onthe Supreme Court.
_
line to get free digital music.
The companies, including CocaThe ruling, by & U.S. district
Cola Co., Abbott Laboratories and
court in Washington, gives enterUnited Airlines, say they will file a
tainment companies the right to get
friend-of-the-court brief in favor of
your name, address and phone
the controversial admissions pronumber if they have evidence you
gram. The move allies the compaare using the Net to get, or p~ss on,
nies with many educational and libtheir copyrighted worl\S. Verizon
eral groups that advocate affirmaCommunications Inc., the company
Ple~e turn to Next Page

Bud Light

Pepsi

Trident

Reebok

.Levi Strauss

T

AT&T

Four of these ads shown during the Super Bowl scored points with critics, but
those by Levi Strauss and AT&T were found wanting.
·
"

big with viewers,~· said Carla Hall,
game was Pfizer Inc.'s Trident
gum ad featuring a squirrel that
managing partner at DiMassimo
Brand Advertising Inc. in New
takes a bite out of a startled denYork. "That ad was hilarious,"
tist. "It's short, sweet, hilarious
and it sells the product, all jn 15
agreed Margaret Reilly, a 56-yearold homemaker watching the game .seconds," said Mark D' Arey, creat a party in Bal Harbo,ur, Fla.
ative director at WPP Group PLC's
Reebok International Ltd.. also
Young & Rubicam. The low-budget
hit the_target with a bruising but
ad, from WPP's J. Walter Thompfunny commercial that mimics the
son, stands tall among some of
over-the-top violence Qften associMadison Avenue's most expensive
ated with football. "Reebok's spot
work.
was harder hitting than the game,"
The lackluster economy added
said Bill Ward, professor of adverpressure on marketers looking for
tlsing at Michigan State University
a hit with their ads. Advertisers
in Ea~t Lansing. In the commerpaid on average $2.2 million for
cial, created by Omnicom's Arnell
each 30-second spot, compared
Group and Hypnotic, an entertainwith $1.9 million a year ago. In
ment company, an oversize line2000, as dot-com companies fought
backer wearing a red football jer- <.. over ad space, many advertisers
sey mauls fellow office workers
shelled out as mucb as $2.5 million
who are slacking on the job.
·
for 30 seconds of ad time. Nearly 90
The Cinderella story of the
Please turn to Next Page
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Retailers Join Venture for Net Music .

A

. -By NICK WINGFIELD

music piracy through Internet filesharing services and compact-disc
half-dozen major music recopying that retailers ·and music
tailers, reeling from a slowcompanies blame for an estimated
down in CD sales, formed a
9% drop in CD sales last year. Recompany that plans to offer
tailers also are seeing competition
songs for downloading
from the major recording compafrom the Internet.
nies that release most popular muBest Buy Co., Hastings Entersic, which have formed separate
tainment Inc., Tower Records, . ventures, MusicNet and pressplay,
Trans World Entertainment Corp.,
for downloading music.
·
Virgin Entertainment Group Inc.
In forming their own consorand Wherehouse Music Inc. said
tium, the retailers are effectively
they have founded Echo Inc., a con- . betting that they can get better
sortium developing a service that
terms by collectively licensing muwill let each of the retailers distribsic from recording companies,
ute music on the Internet under
rather than cutting deals individutheir respective brand names. Echo
ally with the labels.
will immediately seek to negotiate
"It's clear that retail stores are
music licenses from record labels,
threatened by digital distribution,"
said the company's chief executive,
says P.J. McNealy, a digital-media
Dan Hart.
analyst at research firm Gartner
The consortium represents an
Inc. The thinking behind the consor- effort to answer the explosion of
tium "may be there's strength in

numbers."
Echo will need to license music
from the recording companies, a
process likely to take months. Once
they begin offering music to consumers for a fee, Echo must still
compete against free Internet ~erv
ices like KaZaA and Morpheus.
Echo's predecessor, Echo Networks Inc., folded early last year,
when it decided it couldn't obtain
music licenses on favorable enough
terms to support a business. Mr.
Hart says he believes the new Echo
can be more successful by piggybacking on the existing marketing
muscle of retailers.
Pushing their own Internet services may not help retailers build
more foot-traffic in stores. But
Tower Records, for one, hopes to
have its cake and eat it, too, by making the Echo service available at
kiosks in its retail locations.

Who Won the Ad Super .Bowl?
Continued from Previous Page
million people watched in the U.S.,
with many paying closer attention
to the commercials than to the football game.
Not all the ads scored with viewers. In an AT&T Wireless spot,
Gilligan from "Gilligan's Island"
saves the day with his wireless
phone. Clever? Not really, said
some observers. "The ads are derivative," said Randy Saitta, executive creative director at Merkley
Newman, who noted that IKEA AB
used "Gilligan's Island" in a 1999
ad. AT&T Wireless's second Super
Bowl spot parodied the TV series
"Antiques Roadshow.·~ Rival Sprint
PCS Group used a similar spoof
several years ago.
"You are in real trouble when

you spend $2.2 million on 30 secbeach using a seashell. A crab then
onds of TV air time and you spend
pops out and grabs him. "It was a
most of it running old TV footage- . · miss," said Doug Ray, executive
which -has nothing to do with your
producer at DiMassimo.
brand," said Michael Markowitz,
Unlike in prior years, the dotwho operates Markowitz & Associcom ads left much to be desired.
ates, an ad-consulting firm. WPP's
Yahoo Inc.'s Hotjobs commercial,
Ogilvy & Mather created AT&T
with .singing factory workers, is
Wireless's ads.
gloomy. Super Bowl rookie mySome· spots may. have overfico.com, a Web site owned by Fair,
reached. Ad experts, for example,
Isaac &Co. that enables consumers
said they were confused by the . to check their credit ratings, foLevi Strauss &Co. spot featuring a
cused o:ri business. Brand and ad
couple who mystically part a thunexperts say most Internet concerns
dering herd of bison. "There will be
are trying too hard not to be associno stampede to those jeans," said
ated with the Web, sacrificing qualDave Regan, professor of advertisities that made their commercials
ing at Michigan State.
amusing. "The best thing about the
· One Bud Light ad, .also by DDB,
dot-com boom was the advertiswas off pitch. In it a smarmy guy
ing," Mr. D'Arcy said. "Bring back
attempts to pick up women on the
Pets.com."

•c1asses
starting soon!
LSAT: Classes begin Thursday, April 3, 2003
GMAT: Classes begin Thursday, Feb. 6, 2003
GAE: Classes begin Tue~day, Feb. 25, 2003
DAT: Classes begin Tuesday, Feb. 4, 2003.
OAT: Classes begin Tuesday, Feb. 4, 2003

Call or visit us online today to enroll. -

KAPLAN'
1-.800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
•Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.

What'S ·NewsIn Business and Finance
Continued from Previous Page
tive action, and against the Bush
administration, which argues that
the Michigan plans are unconstitutional. The filing also highlights Mr.
Bush's difficulties in navigating
amongvarious constituencies in the
politically charged issue of race.
Some of the president's conservative supporters were angered
that the administration didn't offer
a stronger denunciation of affirmative action in coming out against
the Michigan plans. But Mr. Bush
also doesn't want to alienate moderate voters whose support is Vital to
broadening his political base. So the
president applauded the value of diversity, while opposing the use of
racial quotas in education, which,
in fact, were outlawed by the
Supreme Court in 1978.
Citing the changing global marketplace, the business brief is expected to argue that "individuals
who run and staff...businesses
must be able to understand, learn
from, collaborate with ... clientele
and associates from diverse racial,
ethnic and cultural backgrounds."
Most businesses also prefer uniform and clear rules on issues such
as race as the best way to avoid le- .
gal problems.

R.J. Reynolds
Hurt by Discounts
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Holdings
Inc. swung to a loss in the fourth
quarter, as the weak economy and
higher cigarette taxes dented demand for the company's products.
The company also fa.recast a sharp

drop in earnings for the current
quarter and the full year. Revenue
for the final period of 2002 was·$1.41
billion, down 4. 7% from a "year ago.
Reynolds, like other major cigarette makers, has been forced to offer discounts, coupons and special
offers to compete with cheaper
brands. New makers of discount
cigarettes are profiting as the economy has weakened and states have
pushed up cigarette excise taxes,
making smokers more inclined to
switch to lower-priced brands.

Odds & Ends
An Internet stock promoter who
made $1 million by flooding investors witli so-called spam, or unsolicited commercial e-mail, that
looked like stock picks from Arne:r:ica Online was sentenced to 27
months in prison .... United Parcel
Service Inc. is looking to Asia and
Europe to fuel its growth this year,
calling the timing of the U.S. economic recovery "the biggest unknown."
By Jay Hershey
How to contact us: ·
Campus Edition@wsj.com

AT COLLEGEJOURNAL.COM

• The most common resume mistakes seniors make and how to
avoid them.
• How "best companies to work
for" lists should fit into your job
search.
• Colleges drop early admissions
programs, but use "love letters" to
woo their top choices.
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200FoRSALE
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How to Place an Ad

Deadline.

· Office Address

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com -

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. Issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 115
Orlando, FL 32817

In Person: University Court, Suite 115
(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A)

Cash, Check,
Mastercard, ~SA, AMEX

Offic_e Telephone Hours

450 llErAa
500 ON CAMPvs
550 EVENTS
600 GREEK LIFE
700Mm:
750TRAW
800 RELIGION

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

.,Payment Methods

.407-447-4555 • classifieds@llCTfuture.com

[I HELP WANTED [I HELP WANTED [I HELP WANTED
Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day
potential. Looking for exciting and
outgoing people. Training provided.
No experience needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
Valet Parking - Position·s starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275 ~on-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED
No exp. necessary.
Earn up to $150-$450 a day.
1-800-814-0277 x 907
3 sales P.eople needed to sell roses
dtwn :08, Cowboys, The Why Not, and
more! Thurs, Fri, Sat 10p-2a. Nice
smile, reliable car, at least 18. $10$30/av per hour. Join our Team! Call
Roses by Renee 407-681-3612
I am a UCF student looking for a
babysitting job. I can care for child(ren)
of any age, every day of the .week.
Flexible schedule. Reliable,
experienced, and ref. avail.
Call 954-258-3398 or e-mail
alves_natalia@hotmail.com.

PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica
Financial Services, a subsidiary
of Citigroup is loo~ing to hire 4-5
students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208-3263.

SUMMER IN MAINE
Males and females.
Meet new friends! Travel!
·reach your favorite activity.
*Tennis
*Swim
*Canoe
*Sail
*Water Ski
*Kayak
*Gymnastics
*Theatre
*Silver Jewelry
*Nanny
*Copper Enameling *Video
*English Riding
*Ropes
*Pottery
*Office
*Land sports and more.
June to August. Residential.
Enjoy our website. Apply online.
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls:

Dream Vacation, Inc.
is now hiring
PT/FT customer service reps.
Excellent commissions. No exp. nee.
' Flexible schedule. 2 min. from UCF.
Call 407-380-8772.

Female Model Search
Seeking Photogenic & attractive
females for online Calendar site.
No experience or nudity required.
Earn $ now. N.ot you, tell a friend
For info, call 9-7pm 407-694-6740
"A~ractive, thin females who smoke
needed for national telephone interview.
Selected callers earn $50. Leave name
& number, your call will be returned
ASAP. 1-888-355-0322 Toll Free"

FLOWER GIRLS NEEDED!!
Work in Area's HOTTEST Night
Clubs! $$$ PT Hours, FT PAY $$$
MUST BE ENERGETIC
AND .OUTGOING
Make Big Money
Start Today 407 538-6136

1-800-997-4347
www.tripplakecamp.com
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED
No experience necessary!!
Earn up to $150-$450/Day!!
Call now for immediate exposure
1-800-814-0277 x971

****SALES PRO'S WANTED****

Amazing summer @ premier PA co-ed ·
children's overnight camp. Energetic,
enthusiastic, men and women wanted
for all activities and counselor positions:
Good salary, great experience,
internships available. To schedule for
on campus interview for late March visit
website www.campnockami~on.com

*Up to $1600 per week
*Inbound Vacation Calls
*700+ Incoming Calls Per Day
*Highest Commission in Town
(1-10 $25 x 10 $250)
(11-16 $30 x 16 $480)
(17-24 $35 x 24 $840)
(25+ = $40 x 25 = $1000)
*Day and Evening Shifts Available
*High Energy and Fun Working
Environment
*Flexible part hours avail.
*CALL TODAY!! 407-323-5876

=
=
=

Experienced Tech, Pff kennel attendant
and receptionist needed at Mitchell
Hammock Pet Hospital.
Call 407-366-7323 for more info.
Pff Marketing Associate needed for
potential long term satellite service.
Motivated people only. Pff to start,
Fff flexible hours within 90 days.
E-mail resume mm@tchighspeed.com
or call 407-977-0043.

Mommy's Helper/Mouse Cleaner.
Honest, dependable, hard working
·person that loves to clean. Will .pay
$8-$9 per hour, weekly or bi-weekly.
Call 407-249-1086.

Telephone sales agents earn
$,15-$30/hr. selling quallty vacation
pckgs. to existing cust. No Exp. nee.
just a clear, enthusiastic voice and
the willingness to learn. Day, evening
& weekend hrs. avail. Full benefits.
UCF Area. lmmed. Openings Avail.
E-mail resume to
julia@etourandtravel.com
or fax to 407-658-1768 attn. Julia

PART TIME SALES INTERNATIONAL MARKETING COMP.
Expanding. $40k + 1st year.
Local Interviews. Call Mrs. Robinson.
703-851-7905. .

Part Time Leasing Agent needed
for potential long term employment.
Experience Preferred.
Call 407-673-4401 or
Fax resume to 407-998-3787.

Hiring Mortgage
Lead Generators

Graduate Debt Free? Retire in 3
to 5 years? Earn while you learn?
Are you entrepreneurial, a team
player, a self-starter? Help us
launch the East Coast market.
Flexible hours. Call Larry or
Diane for an interview at
1-877-426-2074 (toll free message
line) or 407-880-3855.

Hourly Pay + Commission
Full Time Pay w/ PT Schedule!
We Refinance Mortgages For Home
Owners Right Over The.Phone.
!!! No Saturday Nights !!!
!!! Join The Winning TEAM!!!
CALL 407-366-2360

California Chicken Grill
now hiring

Bartender Trainees Needed ..
$250 a day potential. Local Positions.
1-800-293-~985 ext 602

drivers, flyers, and registered cooks.
Contact Dan@ 407-273-2254
or 407-273-1601.

Customer Service Reps PIT
No exp. necess.-y but always a plus.
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type
@ ample speed. Located near
Orlando Int Airport. Flexible
Schedule + great pay. AM/PM
positions available. Call Peggy or
Brandon .@ 407-243-6150 ref. 1010

. Are you tired of living
paycheck to-paycheck?
Could you use extra income?
www.ushealthdiscount.com

TELESALES PIT M-F 5:30-9:30 PM
make $6-$14/hr easy. Relaxed
environment. Exp. preferred. Leave
message before 5 P.M. otherwise
call 407-678-2385 after 5 P.M.

18+ Attractive females wanted
for paid video interview.
Call 407-256-3903 for details.

Valet Parking Attendants Needed
BARTENDERS NEEDED!!
No experience necessary!!
Earn up to $300/Day!!
1-866-291-1884 xU971

=
=
=

EZiI!l FOR SALE

Immediate openings! Locations
throughout Orlando area, flex
schedules, FT/PT avail,
for great pay and grea~ opp call
407-971-9131

E-mail editor@ucffuture.wmfor more information!
'

'

,
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Charg-es listed above mclude an ad of
up to five Imes, 35 characters per lIDe.
$1/wk for each additional lIDe.

ml AUTOMOTIVE
'88 Toyota Camry. 4dr. White,
Manual. Air,stereo,cruise control,
160k. New front tires & battery.
Tinted. Well maintained. $1800.
Call 407-836-1504.

1992 Toyota Camry
In great condition, 5 speed, great gas
mileage, A/C, stereo, only 157,000
·miles! Asking $3250
Call 407-695-4839

m FoRRENT
Minutes from UCF. 2100 sq ft
3bed/2bath home plus den, lr/dr,
large family room, screened porch,
fenced yard, ~ car garage. All
appliances, lawn service incl, no
pets. $1550/mnth. 407-230-1116.
LOOKING FOR HOUSE MATES!
Unfurnished master bedroom/bath in
spacious home, UCF/Oviedo area in
beautiful neighborhood, N/S, no pets.
2 available. $475/mo + util call
407.243.3760 or 407-681-9289

Metrowest Area.
Large room avail. in 4/2. Mature, Quiet
Female pref. Furnished/Unfurnished.
No pets. $450/mnth. All util. Incl.
Call DJ at 321-662-1165.
3/2/2C Conway home. All new
appliances. $1100/mnth. 1st and last
security dep. requ. Great location.
Please call 407-970-9711.
Room avail. for Male in Northgate
Lakes across from UCF. 3/2 fully
furnished. Reduced to $400/mnth. incl.
util. for sublease through 8/1/03.
$2oq security. Call 386-672-9872
or e-mail Easterbl@flcourts.org.

House for Rent Alafaya Woods - 312 double garage
$1250 per/mo (inclu W/D) 1st, Sec.
Deposit + Last Month. Roommate
situation ok. Call 321-229-6726.
APT FOR RENT - 2/2 $650/mo includes
water, g~rbage, and local phone with
voicemail. Walking distance to UCF.
Pets OK. Call Rachel 407-781-3402.
Sublease in Northgate Lakes Apt. avlb.
asap. 4 bed/2 bath. All util. incl.
$400/mnth. Call Sarah at 850-543-3352
or e-mail Skloyd@aol.com.

3 months FREE rent
·on all studios! 1,2,& 3 BR apt.
homes. Arden Villas Apartments
407-382-1100.

Texas Instruments Tl-83 Graphing
Calculate( - brand new, never opened.
Ultraviolet color. Only $100!!
Call ·steve @ 407-421-6639

F, non-smoker wanted. $475/mnth incl.
everything exc. telephone. Cable
Internet. 38/28 house off of Dean and
McCulloch. Contact Melissa
@ 407-491-0091.

!!!!DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES!!!!
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda,
Import and domestic owners! Need
quality auto repair/maintenance, etc?
Don't delay, call
THE AUTO GENERAL 407-39.9-7514.
ASE certified* and beats most
independent shop rates!

-

$9perwk
$8perwk
$7perwk
$1perwk
$1 per wk

Mobile Hot Dog Cart
Clean, new parts, good condition.
Excellent earning potential.
$3500/obo. Call 407-443-7454.

ml AUTO!JfOTIVE
Available positions include:
•Editors
~·
• Neliirs & lifestyles
Writers
• Photographers

2 Issues (1 week):
8 Issues (4 weeks):
24 Issues (12 weeks):
Bolding:
Large Headline:

SPORTY, 4QR, 1995 ACCORD EX
5 spd. Man., one owner, all Honda
parts/serv. Pwr. win/sunroof. 6CD
changer. Ork Green, exc. cond. 65k.
$7495/obo. Call 407-359-8320.

Looking for someone to sublease
apartment. Pegasus Landing, F only,
$490/mnth. Willing to pay $100 to
anyone willing to find someone. We
will pay move in cost + half of first
months rent. Move in immediately.
Call Mary toll free@ 1-8n-887-8530
Brand new house on lake, never lived
in. W/D, kitchen priv, high speed ne£
· cable inclu. Rooms avail on 2/1/03.
Located in waterside. $450+
Call Daniel 321-287-0246
Room for rent. All util. incl. except
phone. $300/mnth. Use of W/D,
kitchen, community pool and tennis
courts. Call 407-492-3628.

'{)
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FoRRENT

Furnished Room for Rent. FIRST
MO~TH FREE!! Priv. bath, cable,

ethernet,.util incl. Only $420 per month.
By rear entrance to UCF. Please call
Justin 407-971-4511 .
Furn. Room avail. in 2b/2b Villa for
student. E. Winter Park/Casselberry
area, must see to appreciate, alarm
sys, cable, w/d unit, pool, sauna, ·trail
around lake, walking distance to Sally's
· Gym, 10 mins from Whole Foods,
'f
$345/mth incl. util. 407-375-7520.
*1

Grea~ Deal Origi_nally $565/mnth, but

iii

now $300/mnth. Incl furn. +Util. 1B/tB
avail. in 3B/3B apart. with 2 F
roommates in Pegasus Landing.
Avai). now through April.
Margaret 561-741-2937.
2B/ 28 duplex, W/D. lmmed.
occupancy. 6 mnth. lease. No pets.
2 minutes from UCF. $700 per mnth.
or $350 per bedroom + util. Fµrnisher
• Neg, 407-260-9250

Im!]
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DUJJU©IE
PREMIER DISCOUNT SPORTS Booi<
PAYOUTS/ODDS
PAYS -

2 TEAMS
3 TEAMS
4 TEAMS
5 TEAMS

14 TO 5
6.5 TO 1
12 TO 1
25 TO 1
40-TO 1
70 TO 1
100 TO 1

6 TEAMS

7 TEAMS
8 TEAMS

.,

Room For Rent in beautiful 2/1.5
Townhouse on Goldenrod and
University. F looking for (\nother F
roommate. Only $375 + util!
Call 407-677-7526.

1B/1 B avail. now in 3/3 furnished apt.
at Jefferson Commons. Only
$490/mo inclu util, cable, W/D, &
ethernet. I will pay your move-in
deposit! Call 407-492-2989.
NEW.LISTING! Close to UCF. 2B/1B,
·1200 sq. ft. w/gar, corner lot, cul de
sac, large fenced yard, lots of trees,
quiet neigh. Avail. immed.
$790/mnth. 407-831-9558.

"

DELTONA! 2 nice homes avail. imm.
Pets ok. 312/2, 1550 sq. ft., corner lot,
$850/m! 3/212, screened pool,
covered patio, fenced yard,
$910/m! 407-831-9558.

In]

HOMES

Dover Estates. 4848 Cedar Bay Street.
3/2/2C pool home. Completely '·
remodeled. Move-in ready.
Privacy fenced. $139.9K.
Call 407-970-9711.

Need to live in a quiet neighborhood?
LRG 4/2/2 New Home in UCF area,
2000 sq ft, lawn serv inclu., no pets,
$1495/mo +sec deposit,
407~282-2570

m!] ROOMMATES
ROOMMATE REFERA~S Florida's oldest/largest rmt. service.
All areas, all prices, all screened.
Call Susie at 407-581-2267 or email
roommatesfl@aol.com.
"Let.us find your ideal roommate"
Private 1B/1 B in 2B/2B condo.
$475/mnth. UtilJassociation with
pool incJ. Semoran/Curry Ford.
Contact 407-736-1173.

Im!]

Inkjet cartridg~s from $2.95.
Lexmark, HP, Cannon, Epson. Save
10% extra with coupon #FL32817.
Log on to www.barronsales.com
to place your order.

ALL SPORTS • ALL THE TIME
WWW.LESSJUICE.COM

Tutor

Fraternities * Sororities

Writing instruction and CLAST
preparation 407-679-4299 or
marshgator1 @earthlink.net

Fundraising can be quick and easy
with our proven strategy. .
Supplement your summer housing
expenses, year-end formals, etc.
For more information contact,
colemancomm@earthlink.net or
call Frank 407-673-0515.

Actors/Musicians

Online Filing

FiosE WEIGHT
NOWI ·

Do Your Taxes Online @
www;absolutetaxes.com for a
minimal fee of $9.95 for 1040EZ
and $14.95 for 1040. FREE E-FILE!!

oat:tot Becamm1a11111

DO MEN KNOW? Looking good takes
more than soap & water. Skin
Management for Men from Mary Kayproducts that treat men's skin right.
marykay.com/jhassani 407.281.9918

VIRTUAL ASSISTANT WILL PROVIDE
TYPING, RESUME, JOB SEARCH
LEADS, EVENTS, CLERICAL
SERVICES. CALL DEBBIE
(407) 382.4681
OUTSTANDING DENTAL PLAN for
single student $11.95, or $19.95 with
room mates or an entire household.
Includes FREE prescription, vision,
and chiropractic plans. Call Orlando
office @ 866-293-0675
www.mybenefitsplus.comiwherron.

Call Diane tor a
FREE SIDIDIB
~

401-341-3485

Herballfe Independent I
n~
~
Distributor.
L,d

~~

Got a Great Speaking Voice? Take
voice over class that UCF doesn't offer.
Earn $$$ in spare time! Next class
begins soon. For free brochure
407-568-8255.

SUi'ISE~f SUi'IG_l~\SSES
offers the latest
, copies -of

Desig11er Styles

Cc.lie~

t}~pus
Your Trusled Source for C<1llege F11tuiraising.
888-923-3238 • '"'" campusfundr«1se1 com

RETAIL

***ONLINE PARTY
SUPPLIES***
Visit DJCarl.makesparties.com for
cheap party supplies, toys, theme
packages, wedding gifts, gift baskets
and more. 407.306.8010.

mil ON CAMPUS

.F.REE SUNGLASSES
@ . WWW.

Freesunglasses4u
.com

JENNIFER HASSAN!
INDEPENDENT BEAUTY CONSULTANT
www.marykay.com/jhassani

407.281.9918

f.ll

TRAVEL

Florida's ONLY 4 Day, 5 Night SPRING
BREAK packages. Student Express #1
parties in Cancua with exclusive ·
appe(\rances by DJ SKRIBBLE and
SHAGGY!! Spring Break on another
level! Beliable Air and Hotel. From
$439! www.studentexpress.com
or 800-787-3787 for details.

HONEYMOON SP~CIALIST
· Local full-service travel agency with
· exp. in honeymoon planning. Great
deals and ideas for every budget.
Call American Travel Consultants
at (407) 679:6655.
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, & Florida.
. Best Parties, Best Hotels, Best Prices!
Group Discounts, Group organizers
travel free! Space is limited! Hurry up
·& Book Now! 1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

BAHAMA
SPRING BREAK
~· ".~·
4.Nlf~
I•2aa••
1austa ••
jiipl
."F .,.

. •.. . ! .-.1· .,. ·..

UCF PHI BETA LAMBDA is recruiting
for the Spring semester! We are the
premier organization for business &
leadership. Meeting at 6pm on 1/28
in Wired Cafe. Email
DontMessWthTheS@aol.com for info

Would you like to improve your
communication and speaking skill?
Try Toastmasters! First two visits
free! Our local club meets the
1st and 3rd Wednesdays@ Perkins
(11662 University BLVD)
7:30 to 8:30 AM. Call Diane Neff at
407-823-0038 or dneff@mail.ucf.edu ·

fm

Misc.

Bartender Trainees Needed.
$250 a day potential. Local Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 100
Start your own Fraternity!
Zeta Beta Tau is looking for men
to start a new Chapter. If you are
interested in academic success,
a chance to network and an
oppprtunity to make friends in
a non-pledging Brotherhood,
e-mail: zbt@zbtnatiooal.org
or call 800-431-9674.
SATELLITE 18"
Top dollar paid for access .c ards
& equip. I buy used/broken DirecTV
& dish network systems. I come to
you. Daytime 321-945-5690.
Evening 407-260-1505.

It's her birthday.
From Ebonni.

fund1,; .. in~ rn~dE· Simple Safe and Free

Multiple fundraising options available: No
carwashes. No raffles. Just success! Fundraising
dates are filling quickly. Get with the programs
that work!

m!J

For a good time call Noellani!

OAKLEY imposter

·

a10% discount off your 1st order

Affordable Healthcare starting ·a t
$29.99/month (family or individual)!
Includes FREE eye exams, $100
. eyewear credit, $100 prescription
credit, discounts on dental, medical,& prescriptions, + much more.
ucfhealth@cfl.rr.com 407-909-9612.

lowest number of plays.

.

--··.·~·'"

Herbal life Independent Distributor.
LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
Ask me. how?
clbjhbl@yahoo.com or. 407-921-0738.

Perform Better! School,
Sports or Sex! Help for YOU!
Unlock your talents and potentials
NATURALLY., Private Sessions.
www.hypnodean.com or 407 851 0945

for y~ur student Group
in just I hours!

You1~ One~ and ~Only

Mary Kay has the glfts for Valent1.ne's Day. Let me help you fmd that
perfect something s.o you can spend more time with that someone
special. For your one-and-only gift shopping source, c;:all me or visit
my website today. Custom gift sets and gift certificates available ..

Mention this ad for

SERVICES

Eam $1,000 - $2,000

MARY KAY®

Football and Basketball only.

UCF Students Receive 20% Off
Headshots for comp cards. Call Mack
Photography at 407-539-7032
to make ao appointment.

SERVICES

.....
- ,......,.. ..... .......... .. ·- ... .,....., ........ .
' Happy ReNew Year Sweepstakes •
· - enter to win $5000 or.$1000 on .
my website.

In case of "No Action" or a "Tie,"

800·508·BETS •

Im!]

SERVICES

_...

#OF TEAMS

Parlay is reduced to the next
APARTMENT!!! Sign my lease. At
Pegasus Landing. M/F. I will pay the
fee or one month of your rent.
Everything included. Negotiable.
Call Stephanie @ 407-971-9245.

Im!]

!!MERCHANDISE WANTED,
CASH. PAID!!
Box fulls to house fulls. Will buy
books, eds, videos, and other
miscellaneous items.
Caff Dave @ 407-568-1791.
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Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food. Accommodations
on the island at one of ten resorts (your choice).

IPPll8Clda Travel

1;.800-861-5018
www.Bahamasun.com

Book Earlv for Besl Selection!
ACT NOW! Last Chance to guarantee
the best Spring Break Prices to all
destinations. Reps Needed... Travel
free, Earn $$$. Group discounts
for 6+. www.leisuretours.com.
1-800-838-8203.
SPRING BREAK!
Bahamas Party Cruise
$279
5 Days, In.eludes 10 Free Meals.
Free Parties & Drink Specials!
lnclu. Port, Departure, Hotel Tax!
www.springbreaktravel.com
1.800.678.6386
SPRING BREAK!
Panama City Beach
. Boardwalk Beach Resort $199
Includes 7 Nights Hotel,
6 Free Parties!
24 Hours Free Drinks!
Cancun & Jamaica
From $459 www.springbreaktravel.com
1.800.678.6386

Cancun from $99! Best Spring Break
deals, including studen~ friendly
cruises! Free trips! Also hiring!.
www.Springbreakdiscounter.com.
SPRING BREAK FOR LESS
Bahamas 5D/4N cruise and stay.
$219 special INCLUDES port tax,
accommodations, transfers, and
more. Lowest rates for Jamaica,
Cancun.
PS I. 407-645-2968

***Orlando Starz***
Women's pro-tackle football!
2003 season begins April 12th
For more info. go to:
www.Orlandostarz.com or call
407-521-9062. Volunteers needed 2!

Prices include:

Round-trip luxury cruise with food. Accommodations
on the island at one of ten resorts (your choice).
ADDallcllll Tm8I

1-800-861-5018
www.Bahamasun.com
Book Earlv for Best Selection!

Are you rea.dy?

We:_ are.
: -Announcing the kickoff of
AppJeC_orps @ u·cF! ·

•.

!-

il.ife
When:
Where:

,
"
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. ~~··~.Phm~· .

Friday,January 31,2003-12-2pm
Studen_t union, Key West Room 21 SC
applecorps.ucf.edu . -

t~~~~~l\\'i} :~-

Come and be a part of an active, creative group that
fntegrates technology with real life. Whether you are a
current Mac user or just thinking about getting one whether you are a Mac Genius or a total beginner, we have
something to off~r you. Missed MacWorld? Find out what
Apple's new i~ife suite is all about. Because Spielberg and
Sony aren't the only people who want to create greatlooking digital movies, music and photos ... you do, too.
-

Guest Speaker John Allen, Systems Engineer for
Apple Computer will give a Tech Brief on MacWorld's
announcements and an introduction to the ilife digital
. lifestyle suite.

f REE

lililNBIBE THE 1BIBE!l!I

. Available FWD, AWD, 4 Cylinder & V-6

00/o up to 36 mo.
jifi jjjjt;;ifii jjiif ·32 •g90/o/o Do.to 48 mO:~-~'Best
Small Sport Utility"
·
k
·
·
. •
UP 10 60 mo.
-- Drivers'
otor ee
·
Choice Award
i:J'Vi>!

8

No pur<hase ne<essary. One per person while supplies last.

p.

BS M
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2002

*Ion 1; 1.9% financing for 72 months W.A.C., $2,SOO cash or trade equity, plus tax, tag, title, .
111d dealer fee. Retm1er·installed accessories extra. Expires 2/28/03.
~

toward
purchase or
lease of
a new Saturn·
SATURN

OF ORLANDo/Soum
ORANGE BLOSSOM 'fRAn:.
ORLANDO

8620 Soum

'I

'

'} ,:

OF

GRADUATE PROGRAM
ORLANDO/NORTH .

2725 S.

HWY

17 - 92

CASSELBERRY

*Restrictions apply. Call for program details.

SATURN

OF ORLANDo/OscEou
2184 E. IRLo BRONSON MEMORIAL HWY
KlsSIMMEE

FOR

ALL

TmmE LoCATIONS:

{800) 204-3377 .

p

WWW.SA'.fURNOFORLANDO.COM

.'

>

r

SATURN

SATIIRN COLLEGE

NO DOWN PAYMENT!
NO PAYMENTS
.FOR. 90 DAYS!
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